Fortitude
The strength of mind which enables a person to encounter danger
or to bear pain with composure and courage.

-as defined by Webster’s Dictionary.
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Up Front
By OBM Editor

In the Out of Bounds office, in my accommodation, and throughout the institution, the cliché of change being
the only constant rings true yet again. Despite losing a quality reporter to parole, the magazine will soldier
on. We have had the good fortune over the last three months to receive an impressive collection of
submissions from inmates across the country. It has been fascinating to see the range of emotional content,
well-developed ideas and print worth subject matter.
I find much of what we do here is akin to wandering around in the dark, looking for stories that might
interest us. From there it is our job to make them interesting to you the reader. We work to merge them with
the magazines’ regular feature, an essay that encompasses the principles of forgiveness, nonviolence,
forgiveness and reconciliation. If you are unaware, the Quakers generously sponsor OBM with a simple
caveat that we provide an article best representing these four values. In the last edition , I talked about Gord
Downies’ selfless acts while facing his own mortality.
In the middle of last month, I hit a snag. I had many solid ideas but nothing with legs. I take the initial stage
very seriously as I want to be sure that the feature has merit. Derailed by my own madness, I decided to go
back to the basics. In the OBM office, we have hundreds of editions of prison magazines from across the
country dating back to the mid-1980s. Without knowing what I was looking for, I randomly selected the 1988
winter, (Vol. 22, No. 4) printing of Tightrope from Kingston Prison for Women. A sharp looking, 50-page
staple bound edition. It was a good mix of information, stories, poetry and artwork.
They did a terrific job, long before they had access to a personal computer.
As I got deeper into it, I was riveted. It opened with a tribute to Marlene Moore,
who after 3 months in segregation sadly hung herself. This action caused the Citizen
Advisory Committee Chairman, Dr. Barry Thorne to resign. In an interview with the
Whig Standard, he expressed his frustration with the inhumane conditions in the
segregation unit, calling the situation, “a disgrace.” Coincidentally, just this week,
the Supreme Court of British Columbia struck down indefinite administrative
segregation, considering it cruel and unusual punishment. I wondered if it would
have saved her life had it happened back in 1988. As I read the pages of Tightrope, the sense of what I
needed to talk about came to me. I paged through another half dozen periodicals until I stumbled upon The
Angolite, prison news magazine, July/August 2000, (Vol. 25, No. 4). This comes from Louisiana State
Penitentiary, a very professional looking 73-page edition containing a completely different perspective from a
unique tone of voice. However, it screamed the same sentiment, as did every other edition of, Stony
Mountain, Newspeak, The Partisan, The Mountain Echo or The Insider.
Inmates have a deep connection to the world around them. For the first edition of 2018, it was vital to give
some of our contributors the opportunity share their stories. I know that some of them are being heard for
the first time. Perhaps it is about only 60 square feet, as Alam Mohammed Hai talks about in his poem, “Life
in a 6x10 box.” Jennifer Bird enlightens us with two pieces, “The Ten Commandments,” and the sobering, “60
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Minute Visits.” Jesse Belanger delivers a well-written, self-aware essay called, “The Keys to Freedom.” From
the submissions we have been fortunate enough to receive and the hundred or so works I have reviewed; the
visceral feelings, critical opinions, outlook, and range of emotions leave me with no other conclusion. Writing
is not only a form a therapy; it may be the only way out. When connected, this sentiment matches with the
power of our central expression ‘fortitude’. The works included in this edition are testimonials to the privilege, potency and potential of the inmates’ written word.
The confines of a small, dark cell is a terrible place to be. And yet, to find the motivation, while enduring the
command of one’s emotions are difficult enough functions to wrestle with, let alone pouring one’s heart out.
I know from personal experience the intensity of what I am feeling and then trying to put them into words
that capture the essence of my experience. I write because I cannot keep them all inside anymore. Perhaps if
I put them out into the cosmos, they might make sense. I want them to resonate in someone else’s ears. I
only want to be heard. This same state of mind is common through all of the submissions we receive.
In this edition, we feature an interesting opinion piece on possible technology changes in prison to satisfy the
growing requirement of computer skills upon release. Have you been transferred to another institution for a
medical concern, for as little as two days? Things with your paystubs can get crazy. We wrestle with those
statements and do our best to make sense of them. We dig into the Martin’s Related Criminal Statutes to find
the gospel on UTAs and ETAs. Meant as a guide, in conjunction with the Commissioner’s Directive, 710-3, to
answer the provocative questions regarding temporary absences. As usual, we have a few surprises and some
entertainment to round out the back end. We always welcome your comments, criticisms and reviews of
what we do.

Kindly,

Christian Collins, Editor

“What we must decide is perhaps how we are valuable, rather
than how valuable we are.”
F. Scott Fitzgerald , “The Crack Up”
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Letters to the Editor
Received November 14, 2017
Dear Editor,
I took all the right legal steps and took Legal Aid to
Chambers court and I won, I have been accepted and
now have a lawyer for my appeal. All by myself too! I
have not talked to my lawyer yet. It is the weekend
and I have only had a lawyer for three days so no
chance to talk to him. This is all I can say about my
legal matters at this time.
I am being shipped back to Edmonton Institution for
Women for court, I was in a scuffle with some
correctional officers, no one got hurt, but now I have
more charges. I won’t be coming back to Joliette
because of the language barrier, I do not speak
French. So in about a month I will be at Grand Valley
Institution for Women in Kitchener Ontario.

Another girl also brought me a copy of your magazine that was so nice of her. I can’t wait for the
next issue. Thank you so much.
Maryellen Young

Dear Maryellen,
Here in the office we are always curious if anyone
reads the magazine, let alone, finds it worthwhile?
Your letter answered both of those questions. I am
glad that you enjoy it. We are working hard to
bring interesting stories and reporting that matters
to the collective of inmates. Grand Valley seems to
be a real hotbed of talent lately. We wish you all
the best. Stay resilient and keep fighting the good
fight.
Editor

I do not mind, I handle all that is thrown at my way.
But still, I am only me, I still have feelings, as we all
do. I will leave this place, and I will
have more going for me at GVIW. I
will keep in touch, do not ever give
up, and if you really want
something, go for it. If something is
not right, fix it. It will work out.
Thank you for reading my story.
PS. Thank you for printing my last
stuff and for sending me a copy of
your magazine, it was really nice
and very comforting. Last night I
curled up with my complimentary
issue while everyone was at NA
drinking good coffee with creamer.
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Received November 15, 2017
Dear OBM,
Prototype distribution is an unfair supplier. They are charging exorbitant prices for property that we should
be able to buy from reputable dealers on the open market. My personal concern is that Hampstead House
Books Ltd. In Thornhill, Ontario is selling Christmas CD’s for $4.99 while Prototype wants $26.00 for the exact
same titled CD. And even at that price they will not guarantee that I will get the CD that I order.
Monopolies and usurious practices are not allowed in this country, yet we are forced to buy from a company
that can charge any amount they want. With no alternatives.
CSC and the Federal Government must act under the rule of law, and has a duty to act fairly. Inmate purchasing must be returned to a competitive market and Prototype should be removed from our suppliers list.
Allan MacDonald
Dear Allan,
Your displeasure with the present system of inmate purchasing echoes across the country. Currently, while
there are no changes planned any time soon, I can tell you that The Journal of Prisoners on Prisons (JPP) has
put together list of recommendations that in the short term would, improve the lives of those of us who are
imprisoned. In an October 19th, 2017 press release they call for, “among other things, an ending of the centralized purchasing catalogue monopoly while reinstating captives with buying local, less costly hand higher
quality goods.” I hope that affords you some peace of mind that you are not alone and someone greater is
working on our behalf. As the landscape changes on this subject, we intend to be on the front line.
Editor
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Received February 16, 2018

Dear OBM,
On behalf of the Center for Justice Exchange – a collective of academics, students and individuals who seek
to advance more inclusive understandings and practices of justice – I am writing to let you know that this is
an important time in the politics of the prison, especially for Indigenous people. There are currently three
feder-al studies and a provincial inquiry underway that are exploring justice reforms in the federal penitentiary and provincial prison systems. If you are Indigenous, this is your opportunity to have your voice heard
and let the federal and/or provincial government know that Indigenous people do not belong in cages.
The Center for Justice Exchange is asking Indigenous prisoners across the country to submit to us a written
brief to all or any one of these government studies (a written submission that provides opinions, comments
and recommendations on a subject being studied by a parliamentary committee). Please include your nation/treaty and people and submit a brief of no more than 10 pages, outlining your concerns with the current state of corrections and what you propose as solutions. Although topics will vary, we are asking that
your solutions focus on:
1) Front-end strategies that are Indigenous led and more enduring such as ensuring the basic
rights and national standards of Indigenous people are being met in Canada and through the
adoption of Bill C-262, which outlines the implementation of the United Nations Declaration on
the Rights of Indigenous People.
2) Minimize and mitigate the harmful impacts of the prison through external, independent over
sight and accountability, for example, by way of judicial review or parliamentary oversight.
3) Establish decarceration strategies and community options such as using existing remedies in the
Correctional Conditional Release Act under Sections 81 and 84, where Indigenous and nonIndigenous prisoners can serve their sentence or parole in a supported way in the community.
We need to receive your submission by March 31, 2018 to get it into the Committees on time. Handwritten
submissions are welcome.
Please send to:
Center for Justice Exchange
c/o Dr. Vicki Chartrand
Bishop’s University/ Universite Bishop’s
2600 rue College, Sherbrooke QC J1M 1Z7
In strength,
Vicki Chartrand, Ph.D.
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Received February 19, 2018
Dear Editor,
Re: Ewert v. Canada (Attorney General) 2017 BCSC 147:
I have drafted the following update with respect to the above referenced legal matter for your next edition
of the Out of Bounds magazine. Please print as is for the benefit of all concerned.

KENT LOCKDOWN LAWSUIT UPDATE

On January 31st, 2018, Justice Blok issued his Reasons for Judgement in Ewert v. Canada (Attorney General)
2017 BCSC 147, granting certification to the plaintiffs to proceed as a class under the B.C. Class Proceedings
Act.
The Defendant CSC has signalled that they intend to appeal our class certification to the BC Court of Appeal.
It would appear that the hard part is over and things will start moving quicker that we plaintiffs have thus far
been accustomed to with this matter. Rest assured our lawyers are working very hard at moving this matter
to a satisfactory conclusion to all concerned. The Defendant likely knows this is a case it cannot win and so
our lawyers are at this time consider pitching a settlement proposal. Trust we are in good legal hands and are
moving forward. The additional waste of time and tax dollars to further forestall the conclusion of the matter
is the Defendant’s sole doing. Our counsel are well equipped to deal with whatever impediments the government lawyers try to present and our counsel will continue to competently and effectively represent the best
interests of all the plaintiffs. Rest assured that the end of this long standing legal matter is now in sight.
For my part, I will continue to keep as many of you as possible apprised with respect to the progress of these
proceedings. Your assistance in passing the word along to those you know who were there with us in January
2010 would be much appreciated.
Thank you for your continued patience with this important legal matter.
Jeff Ewert

Dear Jeff,
Thank you for the detailed update in this important case. We hope that our readership will pass the word
along to any of those involved that might be out of the loop. We will look forward to your next update. Good
luck.
Editor
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Inmate Access to Computers, Internet and Technology
Tablet, Laptop, Computer Rooms and Monitored, Restricted Internet Access Pilot Program
By D.A.

Inmates in federal penitentiaries are in serious need of
better and more diverse ways
to spend their time. Meaningful, interesting, interactive and
engaging activities are important to inmates in many
ways.1 Skill development, intellectual stimulation, entertainment, and learning opportunities are just a few that access to computers can affect.
In many institutions, the few
computers that may be available are almost always occupied and are in constant demand, often with lineups. InOne possibility for better computer access in prisons is dedicated computer rooms, similar to
mates take refuge in operating
this, although with up to date computer technology and software.
them. There is few if any programs and fewer games, if any. Often the computers are effectively word processors and are the only way to
view the Prototype catalogue.
There are Commissioners’ directives and the inmate info library, which contains some law references but is
limited to a select few resources, acts, and laws. Inmates who need the computers for legal research often
need them for long periods of time. They use the sparse amount of programs like Word and Excel in a variety
of ways, including producing many documents, including this one.
Development of computer operation skills is imperative in today’s technology driven society. Building resumes, searching for job, and applying for them, researching, learning and communication are all effectively
tied to computers. Many inmates have little or no computer literacy, and some have never used a computer.
Institutions offer little to do during inmates’ spare time, and they all they have a lot of spare time. There are
spiritual gatherings like chapel services and aboriginal gatherings, but that only applies to inmates who identify with them. There is sometimes some kind of gathering place for inmates to talk or play card or board
games. Other services vary somewhat depending on what institution it is.
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There is often a gym of some kind, but in many
institutions there is no gymnasium or “full court”, or
a dilapidated, small area that doesn’t allow for
proper play of team sports. That is discouraging for
many inmates who love sport.1 There are often
weights in the gym, again only applying to those
who use them, some inmates do not or cannot work
out, or are older. There is a yard to walk around,
and sometimes play sports like soccer, but in
Canada that is effectively used for half the year.
There needs to be a way to provide more
meaningful, interesting, interactive, engaging and
acceptable activities for inmates. The more inmates
have to do, the less restless they are, and usually
less susceptible to violence, misbehaviour, and
disruptive activates. Access to computers and
technology is an effective way to achieve this. The
amount of inmate accessible computers should be
greatly increased. There is often a near 1/100 ratio
of computers per inmate, and sometimes much
worse. There are a variety ways to provide better
and more available access.
One way to increase the number of computers is by
creating dedicated computer rooms, much like you
would find in any school in Canada. There could be
about one to two dozen computers, all standardized
and connected to a Local Area Network (LAN) Some
institutions already use a LAN to connect to their
inmate computers and upload new information and
update legal resources all at once, instead of one
computer at a time. While a computer room will
increase access to computers, it alone will not be
very effective in increasing the availability of
meaningful, interesting, interactive, and engaging
activities. To do this there must be more computer
application programs, aimed at skill development,
intellectual stimulation, entertainment and learning
opportunities.
Greater access to effective programs is key to
correctional success. In this case, greater access to
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effective programs is also key. The programs here,
however are computer applications. Education
applications are extremely important and their
availability and scope of topics should be
maximized. Games are not only for entertainment,
but can be useful tools to increase interest in
learning. Legal and information resources are also
important, as are programs for processing and
creating like Word, Excel, Office, Paint, etc. Finally,
programs that are based around corrections and
interventions could be a new and innovative way to
help offenders rehabilitate themselves.
Monitored internet access could be beneficial for
access to a wide variety of information and
programs, as well as entertainment like games and
internet video streaming services. In addition to
this, inmates and their families could benefit from
monitored e-mail, messaging, and video messaging
services.
Computer Rooms could offer daytime classes while
being open to inmate use in the evening recreation
time and on weekends. Classes could include
graphic arts and design, typing, word and excel,
webpage design, basic coding, building a web based
business and internet storefront, etc. Other more
conventional classes could also be facilitated by the
use of computers.
Educational and informational programs, like
Encarta, typing tutors, Wikipedia, encyclopaedias,
dictionaries (and thesauruses etc.) and interactive
math and science programs, are all effective ways to
stimulate the minds of offenders appropriately and
productively. There are many such programs that
could be considered.
Games are a great way for inmates to use their time
appropriately and respectfully. Games on a
computer are not so different that games on paper,
or board games, or card games but can be far more
engaging and interesting. Games like chess,

solitaire, minesweeper, and pinball often come
preloaded on computers, but there could and
should be much more than just those. Educational
games like so many aimed at grade school students,
and notably many inmates are in the same grade
level range) are a great way to get offenders to
learn about things like geography, math and
sciences.
Other games could be installed via CD-ROM or
download, either standardized throughout CSC, by
institution or at inmate (possibly IWC) request.
Some games that come to mind that use no
internet access nor need save files to play, but
provide endless entertainment opportunities,
include Rollercoaster Tycoon 2, Civilization 4, Age
of Empires 2, Command and Conquer 2, Warcraft 2,
etc. All are older games that would easily run on
the computer I currently am using to write this.
Save files could potentially also be put on inmate
CD-ROM or floppy discs depending on policy.
Another type of program that could be looked at is
correctional and interventions based programs, or
information on things like crime cycle behaviour,
cognitive distortions, how not to reoffend, how to
better oneself and other information and programs
that could be of benefit to offenders’ efforts to
rehabilitate themselves. This could potentially be a
world-leading innovation in correctional
intervention if done right. Finally, resume building
tools, Word, Excel, Office programs, and similar
programs are basically a necessity.
There is potential for another way to access
technology and information, tablets. These could
be used in similar ways to what is stated earlier on
computers, except in handheld form. The devices
could be monitored and restricted if necessary.

There could be a “sign out” system of they could be
personal property. Tablets and touch devices are
the current standard of technology, and would be a
great way to help offenders prepare for the fast
paced technological world we live.
Laptops are another portable way to provide the
various activities described. They would be able to
have all the same benefits and features of
computers, including access to institutional LAN
and programs, as well as a more personal and
useable aspect. Like tablets, inmates could
potentially have a sign out or personal property
laptop, and could be allowed to purchase CDROM’s from approved suppliers. They could
potentially “install” their own games and programs
through these CD-ROM’s.
Computers and technology are becoming more and
more a part of daily life, and people are increasingly
dependent of them for fulfilling basic needs. How
often do you use Google maps or calculate a tip?
Inmates are living in an environment that is years if
not decades behind society in terms of technology
and timely access to up-to-date information. These
issues are only detrimental in effect to the
offenders’ correctional progress and eventual
rehabilitation and reintegration into society. This is
the time to take action to provide a new, innovative
and potentially world-leading model of correctional
intervention.
1. Another important tool for providing meaningful, interesting,
interactive and engaging activities is a full size gymnasium with
all the equipment for basketball, volleyball, badminton, etc.,
with separate “handball/racquetball court” and weight lifting
equipment, in conjunction with a larger yard with football/
soccer field separated from baseball, basketball, tennis,
volleyball, etc. This difference can be seen by comparing Matsqui
Institution with Bowden Institution, for example.

The staff of Out of Bounds make editorial decisions on matters of content. In no way does this suggest that Corrections Service of Canada or any affiliated branch of the criminal justice
system supports these decisions. Furthermore, publication of submissions means OBM neither opposes nor endorses the opinions expressed. The views expressed in the articles appearing in OBM are those of the authors alone.
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Inmate Pay Decision
By: OBM reporter

On January 29th, 2018 the Honourable Justice Roy provided judgement in Federal court on the six
applications, challenging the regime for payment of inmates in penitentiaries (the 30% deduction and rates
of pay), for judicial review. In an 84 page decision, the Justice dismissed all six applications on multiple
grounds. The applicants were seeking a declaratory judgement and making a claim for relief. Challenged
before the court were:
1. Corrections and Conditional Release Regulations (SOR/920-620) as modified in 2013 (SOR/2013181) (CCRA)
2. Commissioners’ Directive 730: Offender program assignments and inmate payments.
3. Commissioners’ Directive 860: Offenders pay.
Arguments made against Commissioner’s Directive 730 and 860 ranged:
a) From being inconsistent with the letter, spirit and objective of the CCRA, SC 1992, c. 20
b) The pay system violates the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms
i. Alleging a breach of liberty and security of the person under Section 7
ii. A breach of the right not to be subjected to any cruel and unusual treatment or punishment
under Section 12 is also alleged.
iii. That CD 730/860 are inconsistent with Section 7 of the United Nations Standard Minimal
Rules for Treatment of Prisoners.
iv. That there is an employee/employer relationship of inmates working in penitentiaries, such
that Part III of the Canada Labour Code. Within this agreement, the defacto relationship and
the pay decrease should be considered a constructive dismissal. Furthermore, the provision
that allows an institution head to reduce a deduction/payment provided for elsewhere is
unreasonable.

The Attorney General disputed each and every argument, vigorously defending the penitentiary
incarceration system with consistent evidence to support the Governments position. Justice Roy stated,
“whoever seeks to invalidate subordinate legislation by arguing improper purpose faces an uphill battle,” as
the burden of proof rests squarely on the applicants. Concerning inmate pay having remained constant over
time, thusly reducing purchasing power, the Correctional Investigator has criticized this and in a report from
2005/06 recommended they be increased immediately. With his recommendations non-binding, no change
was adopted.
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In the end, Justice Roy concluded that:

1. With regard to the rate of pay, the Treasury Board itself decides on the base amount of pay, and
this amount is then reduced as authorized by Parliament under section 78 of the Act, neither of which
is unconstitutional.
2. Section 12 of the Charter was not breached because the payment made cannot reach the
constitutional requirements to qualify as cruel and unusual treatment.
3. The applicants failed to identify that the Canada Labour Code cannot be applied to this case.
4. The concept of constructive dismissal was not explained as Section 78 of the Act provides for
possible deductions from payments.
5. The employee/employer relationship contended by the applicants cannot exist as Section 78 is
clear on this. Payments are not made as compensation for work, subsequently removing the potential
for employee status.
6. Consequently, the application for judicial review must be
dismissed.
Following the Justices’ decision, Commissioner Don Head put out
this statement.
“The Court rejected all of the applicants’ arguments and ruled that deductions
from inmate’s pay are consistent with the Charter and the CCRA. The Court
also ruled that inmates are not in an employer-employee relationship with
CSC. Under the CCRA, the inmate pay program serves as incentive for offenders to engage actively in their
correctional plans and to participate in program and work assignments, not as direct compensation for work.
While the applicants may file an appeal, all the policies and procedures that are in place for inmate pay
remain in effect. We will continue to keep you informed of any developments going forward.”
After approximately 4 years of legal wrangling, from the inmates’ perspective, this is clearly disappointing
and leaves us with some unanswered questions.
Where does this leave the applicants and what are the next steps, if any, to appeal this decision?
We have put those questions out to the parties involved but do not expect any answers until later in the
year. Those inmates who have received the waiver are unaffected, as the assessment process to grant the
waiver it is unrelated to the Court’s decision. The review process will remain the same and does not change
the application process for those who wish to apply. We have no reason to believe that waivers will be
rescinded ad hoc, as they are reviewed every six months by the authority that granted them.
We at Out of Bounds think it is important to commend Jarrod Shook and the other applicants in taking on
this worthy challenge for the betterment of the entire inmate population. It was a massive undertaking and
an uphill battle that, if nothing else, illuminated the financial realities of federal inmates.
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Prospective Prison Farm Revival
By: Christian

In late December 2017, Out of Bounds received a presser from Calvin Neufeld of Evolve Our Prison Farms
(EOPF), a Kingston-based coalition of citizens united by concerns about animal agriculture’s profound
ethical, ecological and health costs. The possible renewal of Canada’s prison farms represents a unique
opportunity to transition from animal agriculture to an “evolved” model centered in ethical and
environmentally responsible plant based farming.
In 2009, the Conservative government elected to shutter all six prison farms. They based their decision upon
evaluations that the farms were too costly to operate, ill prepared to provide modern job skills, and fit well
with its “tough on crime agenda”, as they considered the farms “soft” on prisoners. Inmate advocacy groups
criticized the move suggesting that the program offered both rehabilitation programming and life skills
training as well as producing food for prisons.
The Liberal government has recently shown interest in restoring prison farms to the former model of animal
agriculture, specifically dairy and meat production. This form of agriculture is in clear and direct conflict with
rehabilitative and therapeutic goals. It is also an inefficient and environmentally unsustainable form of food
production. EOPF has persuasively put forward an alternative model of innovative plant-based prison
agriculture, which could be enhanced by farmed animal sanctuary as human-animal therapy. This has
advantages environmentally, ethically and financially (costing less for the government to implement and
operate, while being better aligned with current job & market realities).

Over the past year, EOPF has been meeting with government representatives and we have succeeded in
getting our proposal officially on the table under consideration at the highest level. This is a critical time, as a
decision is anticipated in the coming
months. Mr. Neufeld stated, “We believe
that prison farms can form the
foundation of a better, healthier, more
The comment that started the movement.
sustainable and more compassionate
future.”

“Wouldn’t it be nice if the cows could come
back to a prison farm sanctuary?”

In the meantime, EOPF is working hard to raise public awareness of the issues. Animal agriculture is neither
ideal nor necessary to prison farms. It fundamentally undermines the rehabilitative process as it involves
prisoners in the manipulation of sexuality (forced insemination), the breaking of familial bonds (separating
infants from their mothers), and, of course, slaughter. In Kingston, where the government’s initial focus is,
there is still an on-site slaughterhouse where prisoners continue to be trained.
Animal agriculture has been flagged by the United Nations as one of the most significant global contributors
to climate change, greenhouse gas emissions, water use, pollution, deforestation and soil degradation,
where the consumption of animal products is directly linked to a wide range of illnesses including cancer and
heart diseases - the leading causes of death in Canada.
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Evolve Our Prison Farms is proposing an alternative to the old prison farm model: innovative plant based
agriculture (mixed crops, vegetables, fruit and nut tree plantations, greenhouses, permaculture) and farmed
animal sanctuary (permanent, non-exploitive care) for any animals brought onto the farms. This has all the
benefits (and more) of the old operations, without the drawbacks and conflicts of animal agriculture. As the
government deliberates on which model to adopt, the example Mr. Neufeld and his team have proposed
creates an allegory for justice. Environmental justice, animal justice, prisoner justice. These farms can do
more than just produce food for prisoners. They can form a symbolic as well as practical foundation for a
healthier more sustainable and more compassionate future for us all. Prisoners can lead the way to our
better future. There is something truly touching and inspiring about that, and the way prison sanctuary
exemplifies the crossroads between incarceration and freedom, in both metaphor and literal application.
Evolve Our Prison Farms sees the benefits of “evolved farming “as:
Rehabilitation and reintegration
Ecological sustainability
Secure and healthy food
Caring and connected communities
Fiscal responsibility
Regarding the coalition, Franceen Neufeld and her son Calvin, in collaboration with writer and researcher
Sue Donaldson of Queen’s University, started Evolve Our Prison Farms . The coalition has grown to include a
wide range of supporters across Canada and internationally: farmers, philosophers, environmentalists,
animal advocates, social workers, academics, lawyers, former prisoners and more. Even prison abolitionists
and Corrections staff find common ground in recognizing the merits of the Evolve proposal. It unifies across
personal, professional and political spectrums.
In building a strong evidence based case for the government, EOPF have recruited a number of statements
from experts, whose independent research supports our proposal, including criminologists, psychologists,
climate change scientists, sanctuary operators and agricultural innovators.
We at OBM firmly support this move and trust that adoption of this model happens quickly. We understand
that this is far from a done deal but it is a good news story that we will watch very closely. It is our sincere
hope that the Liberal leadership will see to correcting some of the missteps of the previous government,
opting for rehabilitative rather than punitive measures.
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Bath Celebrates Canada’s 150th
By: Alam Mohammed Hai

I never would have thought that I would be painting a mural in the Wardens administration building. When I
walked in to speak to Mr. Don Thompson about an unrelated matter one morning in 2017.
While being escorted out of a highly secure building here at Bath, Low-Medium Security Institution, I noticed
a pensive mural with deep purple hues and the silhouette of a man on a horse.
“Nice mural,” I commented.
“Yeah, one of our inmates painted it,” Mr. Thompson informed me.
“You allow inmates to paint murals in your prison?” I asked.
“Yes.”
“I’m a muralist!” Thus began a one-month journey of healing, therapy, and art!
Mr. Thompson immediately turned me around to show me a wall that is about 27’ x 10’ in size, with two
doorways, one at either end of the wall.
“Our Warden, Mrs. Kathy Hinch has wanted to do something with this wall for some time now. How do you
feel about putting a mural on it?” she inquired of me.
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I took a couple of weeks to ponder what I could possibly offer as a muralist with a Graffiti Art Muralist
background. The current “Hype” surrounding the Canada 150th birthday celebrations soon gave me the
inspiration I needed and I put in a request to see Mr. Thompson right away! I had come up with the concept
just as the Blessed Holy Month of Ramadan had dawned upon the Muslims here at Bath Institution, and the
world!
The mural was to be a celebration of Canada’s diversity. As its conceptual designer, I quickly assembled a
team of my fellow inmates. All talented artists, and by the first week of June, work on the mural had begun.
The center of the wall was to be a map of Canada coloured in the red and white of the flag. The walls
boarders would be adorned with 150 Maple Leaves, one for every year. The space in between would be a
collage of famous Canadians, sights, landmarks, buildings, emblems, and sports team logos. This concept also
came with a self-imposed deadline of July 1st 2017 – Canada’s 150th birthday – now only a month away.
Morning, noon, and night our team of artists skillfully and painstakingly worked our craft upon that wall to
meet our deadline. Each with his own unique artistic style and talents. Each playing to their strengths and
soon it could be seen that the outcome was going to be a masterpiece!
Off the tops of our heads, we began incorporating famous Canadians, sights, buildings, landmarks, and sports
logos, etc. represented in this, our wonderfully diverse country. Diversity has always been at the heart of
Canada’s growth and strength – I did not want anyone left out.
Growing up as visible minority here in Canada I was socially outcast and racially profiled from a young age.
Despite being born in Canada I was always called an F@ck!ng immigrant. ‘P@k!-P@k!, your mama wears
drapes!’ I was never white enough for the Canadians, nor indian enough for the Indians, not Christian enough
for the Christians, nor Muslim enough for the Muslims. In my youth I quickly fell into an indenty crisis that
lasted for years and years and even up to this day. I just didn’t know where I fit in.
In high school I was introduced to ‘the wonderful world of drugs and alcohol’ in sarcastic mincing tones. Now
some decades later I sit here writing this article in a prison library in Bath Low-Medium Security Institution
after having been declared a Dangerous Offender, Canada’s highest, most severe sentences under the law
since the abolishment of the death penalty!
I do not say this with any amount of pride or joy. I only wanted to offer you a small insight into the pains and
demons I was exercising while painting this mural. The opportunity was a chance for me to right the wrongs I
had committed against the country I am so proud to be a part of, and give back to the country I stole from in
my breaking the law. To show my patriotism. It had also given me an opportunity to invest a small piece of
my own identity. Especially considering that this was being done in a government institution, on the wall of
the Warden’s building, in the prison I will most likely die in.
In an attempt to show as much as diversity as possible, on a wall that was too small to fit everyone, staff
began to give their input as to whom they would like to see on the wall. The institutions’ Warden decided to
poll staff. A person from the Employment Diversity Committee of Canada and a professor from Queens
University here in Kingston were also part of the decision process.
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Many officers and staff asked what each person portrayed in the mural’s contributed to Canada. The mural was
creating those conversations that needed to be had and a feeling of inclusiveness, education, and magnificence of
the art itself had all of us, both staff and inmates, inspired.
After a month of grueling work and countless hours put into it, we met our deadline.
However, it would be another two weeks before the official unveiling. I had missed my entire Ramadan fast
breaking meals and fellowship with my Muslim Brothers and weekly Islamic classes with our Imam. The Brothers
kept asking me why I was not in attendance and all I could offer them was that I was busy meeting this deadline
for the mural. I had represented our faith in Islam for them by putting in a crescent moon and star, along with the
religious symbols of all the major world faiths in the mural. This pacified them and inspired them too. Many commenting to me that they could not wait to see it. I was feeling the love.
Finally the date for the viewing was set, Friday July 14th 2017. Two weeks after Canada Day the big reveal was announced. The morning was dedicated to the staff and the afternoon for the inmates.
After finally exercising the demons of my past identity crisis that led to my alcoholism and addiction, that led to
my violent crime cycles that led me to prison. I was finally feeling like I was a part of the fabric of this country, included. I mean can you believe that I used to call myself a white man trapped in a brown man’s body, just to feel
accepted as a Canadian?
The official unveiling was a grand success! Over 50 staff members, mostly women, came to see the mural that had
created such a buzz of excitement. The praises and positive feedback was a tsunami of well wishes.
The afternoon inmate viewing saw 150 to 200 inmates coming in small groups at a time to view the mural. Impressed and excited, inspired and delighted, they all admired and made positive comments on the artistic nature
and beauty of the piece. One by one and in groups they posed in front of the mural to have their photos taken
and the handshakes and pats on the back made us all feel loved and appreciated. Memories I will always hold
dear.

HAPPY 150TH CANADA!
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A Contemplation of Merit
By: Christian

As I considered a topic for this feature, my mind kept coming back to
the same thought; reconciliation. I think it is one of the keys that all
inmates search for but suffer limited measures of success for reasons
too numerous to list . We all have our own disconnections, real or
imaginary, that provide roadblocks, conflicting issues within the
institutions, family quarrels, as well as incompatible streams of belief,
acceptance, and trust that serve to complicate the entire issue. Frustration, disappointment and shame
serve as negative motivators, and have enough energy to cause the average person to give up, let alone a
marginalized federal inmate. If we imagine this to be true, how then does that inmate initiate and achieve
some sort of corresponding stability in the manner of reconciliation?
For as long as there have been prisons, men have written in and about them. Ghandi wrote his political
philosophy while incarcerated, Dostoevsky wrote his classic, ‘Crime and Punishment’ a decade after
spending four and half years in a Siberian prison labour camp. While imprisoned Jean Genet wrote and
produced the outstanding novel, Our Lady of the Flowers. James Keller, a prisoner condemned to the Tower
of London, carved on the wall of his cell this sentiment to keep up his spirits during his long imprisonment:
‘It is not adversity that kills, but the impatience with which we bear adversity.’ The tone of his statement is
still true today as it both addresses confinement and yet glimpses beyond it. Writing in prison was borne as
a way to remain in touch with one’s own sanity through profound contemplation and soul-searching.
Today writing is far more dynamic. Powerful and vibrant fictional short stories and introspective biographic
narratives investigate individual experiences. A number of novels portray and in a sense document the life
and times of the inmate. ‘Jackrabbit Parole’ by Stephen Reid is a classic example of a former William Head
inmate documenting his encounters in fine form. Poetry remains the standard and most popular form of
expression. The intensity of the emotion felt while incarcerated is the perfect environment to generate
poems that capture those feelings. A wise man once said that, ‘the best poet in the world would come from
a zoo. For they are innocent beings put away for a life without trial. The stories they could tell’.
Alone in a cell with only your thoughts can be a horrendous and trying time. It can also be liberating. Writing
has a way of allowing a sense of control, in expressing the deeper emotions that only the written word can
transmit. Voices cannot be trusted when it comes to matters of the heart, yet the ability to put the right
emphasis where it belongs comes on the written page.
Every inmate has at one time or another found themselves feeling the need to get something off their chest.
It is human nature to experience this. We all have differing reasons; love, anger, regret, protest, a strong
compulsion to tell something about ourselves. Writing comes from the heart and as much as writers try to
deny it, no matter in what style it comes through, it offers a semiautobiographical account about the author.
It offers a glimpse, or a snapshot into that person’s soul. It is an intimate thing, and understandable why a
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lot of writing remains private. It is not a matter of quality; it is that we do not want to let others in. Think
back to your sister or girlfriend’s diary; to read that was taboo. Some of us keep journals that contain the
most private parts of us. They are, for the most part off limits. It affords the writer an outlet to safely impart
the emotions we feel. Enabling an environment to sort out things that we may not have the opportunity to
elsewhere, all the while, allowing us to speak freely and without judgement. This underused benefit is well
within our grasp. The practice of writing liberates the inmate, helps them to find their voice and get in touch
with the deeper state of mind where true deliverance resides.
Words have real power. Tone of voice matters more
imagination takes effort. The confines of a prison
these moments of intense emotional conflict
comes to life. Inmates have a unique selfexperience and state of affairs. So much
introspection. The practice of writing
independence; freedom from the
speak their mind, to emote securely
communicate the private
Writing takes dedication.
undertaking
to
heart and mind feels.
extract the emotional
then
convey
those
difficult. Inmates, like all
get in their own way during the
content or hypercritical of the language,
resilience. Reaching into the depths of
Writing allows us access to unearth the
tunnelling into the recesses that we keep
emotion, dark sensations and other undesirable

than we appreciate. Awareness of one’s
cell offers little in the way of creativity. It is in
that we may find that the spark of inspiration
actualized perspective of their reality,
writing begins with a sense of
allows the inmate a moment’s
oppression, to make choices, to
with
abandon
and
to
testimonies that count.
It

is
a
complicated
communicate what the
Writing takes courage. To
content of your being, and
feelings into words is
writers have the tendency to
process, whether prejudging the
spelling or grammar. Writing takes
one’s experience is a daunting affair.
repository of our minds; effectively
hidden. Digging in we discover the raw
feelings we protect ourselves from.

Writing is subjective. Some inmates have an innate
ability to tap into that secret place in their mind.
Others must navigate a personal minefield of burdens to find the entrance, only to self-sabotage through
unnecessary criticism or allowing negativity to permeate their minds. Writing allows us to purge the dark
thoughts that rattle around, before they become distorted. This does not disqualify anyone from writing. The
purpose of the action is not to be condemned but to break the chains of judgement. To sit with a blank piece
of paper and a pen is to be godlike. Creation is at your fingertips. Whatever you write is your own. Dreams
can become real. You are free to reveal anger without the fear of repercussions. You are open to say and do
things on paper that may otherwise be impossible. You are permitted to generate content that only you will
witness. You have the freedom to write simply as you see fit.
How then does that inmate initiate, let alone achieve some sort of corresponding stability in the manner of
reconciliation? To answer this question, a handful of elements come into play. First, there must be a
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willingness on the part of the inmate. Next, the inmate must have a realistic understanding of the matter to
be reconciled. Within that must be genuine empathy, acceptance and awareness of the subject. From this
point, the inmate has the requisite components to begin searching for something more than understanding.
Writing allows us to take the time to seriously consider our thoughts, and then transfer them to the best
words we know to use. It gives us the opportunity to digest what we have thought through, what we have
confirmed to be the closest representation of what we best want to communicate. Writing provides a secure
medium in which we can take violent memories and conscript them into nonviolent messages of the past.
We have the ability to forgive others, but more importantly, the function of putting words on paper presents
the opportunity to forgive ourselves. Writing is healing. We can shout on paper, call out names, expose long
held hurts, secrets and other damnable events that cause us pain. We can then reflect on what we wrote
without the trouble and upset of real life. We can practice what we would say. We can see ourselves more
clearly removed from conflict.
Writing is a gift. Taking the time to gather purposefully your thoughts, processing them to generate an idea
and then documenting it in a way that expresses the message in your own personal way, is magic. Through
conscious thought and effort, we can use our words to restore bonds broken through periods of
estrangement. Words can offer peaceful resolutions to settle differences, or remove discrepancies. Henry
Miller, a 20th century author who based his success on writing from a willingness to admit his feelings rather
than conceal them, is a testament to being honest to oneself. His quote, “the prisoner is not the one who
has committed a crime, but the one who clings to his crime and lives it over and over,” refers to the endless
loop of shame, guilt, and resentments. That without end, serves to undo any inmate unwilling or unable to
seek out understanding. Writing offers a befitting response to this appeal. Writing comes from the heart; it is
independence, it is powerful, readily accessible, deeply personal, and represents freedom.
Embrace it, for writing is reconciliation.

The Canadian Friends Service Committee, also
known as the Quakers, sponsors this regularly
featured column. Contributors are invited to
write on issues of Peace, Non-violence,
Forgiveness and Reconciliation.
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“You Are Not Alone”: A Spiritual Perspective on Community
Reintegration
By Chaplain Steve Hoeppner

For the first 10 years of my career as a prison chaplain parole was mostly a distant concept. Not so now as
my most recent stop on the prison circuit has led me to a federal minimum security institution; one that is
known affectionately across the country as Club Fed.
Amongst the many benefits of working at Club Fed is the opportunity to walk alongside men who have often
times spent 10, 20, even 30 years in the prison system. I now have the privilege to be part of their lives as
they approach re-entering the community. Aside from having to quickly get up to speed on the entire lingo
(Parole Board of Canada, pre-release planning, ETAs, UTAs, A for Ds, day parole, full parole, etc), my challenge has also been to find a way to provide pastoral/spiritual care. With each new stage of life naturally
comes a host of new challenges and anxieties, and for men re-entering a society that seemingly changes by
the day, those fears and anxieties are very real.

Spiritual care for re-integration
Increasingly today we speak of spiritual (not pastoral) care in the prison system. The challenge, of course, is
trying to wrap one’s head around what ‘spiritual’ actually means. It’s a fairly vague word that means
different things to different people. As a result, providing spiritual care can be a complicated thing.
Nevertheless, each chaplain draws upon his or her own religious tradition to help inmates wherever they
can, and I am no exception. As a Christian I give to others based upon my own experience and understanding
of God, and that experience enables me to speak into the lives of men preparing to re-enter society with a
message that says, quite simply, “You are not alone.”
One of the most damaging things that can be done to a human being is to isolate and reject them. Most
likely each one of us can think back to a time when we felt like an outsider, misunderstood, or even a
mistake. Even the toughest individual has an inherent need for belonging, and for this reason I believe that
what creates the most anxiety in men preparing for parole is, at its root, the fear of being alone. Questions
like “Will the community accept me?” or “Will someone hire me?” are really cries of the heart based on fear
of inadequacy and rejection. Left unresolved, those fears can so easily morph into stress and worry and,
eventually, destructive self-sabotaging behaviour.
So what can be done about it? Should a person simply resign themselves to living out the rest of their life in
emotional and physical isolation because they have a criminal record? I believe this is where spirituality is so
important.
The heart of my own faith as a Christian is the belief that we are not alone. Christians believe that through
Jesus of Nazareth God became flesh 2000 years ago to dwell among us as Immanuel (“God with us”), defiant
-ly saying that we are never alone. Other religions have their own way of speaking to this issue as well, and
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why this is so essential is because our most deepseeded spiritual beliefs about the world, God and
ourselves directly determine how we will engage the
world around us, which includes reintegration. For
example, if we believe that our lives exist without
destiny any purpose we will live in a similar fashion.
If, on the other hand, we believe that we were born
into this world for a specific reason we will likewise
live with purpose and determination no matter how
difficult the obstacles become.
Along this vein I often reflect how one of the most
damaging and ‘anti-spiritual’ ideas we receive from
our modern secular culture is the message of radical
individualism. We are taught through various media,
like movies and TV shows, that being a completely
self-reliant and independent man or woman is the
best path. Yet, the reality is that even the most gifted, strongest and smartest person among us is a
product of others’ loving support. The opposite is
also true, that those among us who are hurting the
most are those who have often experienced brutal
rejection and isolation. The notion that we can successfully go through life without the help of others is
simply untrue, yet how often we try to go it alone
anyway only to find ourselves even more hurt and
isolated. It truly is a vicious cycle.

The root, not the fruit
For this reason my approach with the men I have
served over the years has been to encourage them
to confide in a trustworthy person (a chaplain, counsel-lor, friend, family member, etc) about the past.
In doing so my hope is that they will come to recognize how past wounds directly impact a person’s
present and future. It is no secret that those who
end up vic-timizing others are themselves often victims of abuse of one type or another. Sadly, it is exactly as some-one has once said, “Hurt people hurt
people.”
Going to the root, then, of our woundedness (and
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not simply dealing with its fruit) is the only real way
of healing. That healing is what ultimately enables
us to function in the community, and can only come
about by allowing others to enter our lives. Spiritual
practice is a key component of this because, in my
view, true spirituality requires us to look beyond
(not simply within) ourselves for the solutions to our
greatest needs. Going it alone only keeps us trapped
in the very thing that torments us.
I understand that in reading this you may be fearful
at the thought of revealing your deepest wounds to
others. It is scary to do so, but I believe what is far
more frightening is continuing to hold onto those
memories and experiences for the rest of your life.
The darkness in our lives only increases the more we
choose to wall ourselves off from others. Addictions
of every kind thrive in such a secretive environment,
and so I encourage you to seek out a trusted and
emotionally safe person, like a chaplain, who can
walk with you on that journey. It’s not that we chaplains are perfect (far from it!), but trust me when I
say that many of us have become chaplains precisely because we have experienced firsthand the healing touch of others in our own lives. We are living
proof of what can happen when you choose to no
longer go it alone.

The Stigma of Mental Illness
By: anonymous

For over 30 years, I have been wrestling with the constant companion of mental illness. Diagnosed at
age 16, I was fortunate that a doctor discovered it, as the first signs began to present. My mother had
struggled her entire adult life with something similar, which made growing up somewhat trying. Everyday
could be a wild transformation from the day before, with little or no reason. My father travelled a great deal
in those days, spending time away from home, living inside the protection his denial provided. I have two
distinct memories of finding my mother on the floor and having to run to the neighbours so they could call
the ambulance. I know she spent two extended periods away from home. Both times my brother and I had to
stay with the woman next door. It was not until much later that I found out some of the details, of how she
spent months in a psychiatric hospital. We never spoke about it because of the stigma associated with it.
Stigma is defined as a blemish or stain, as on one’s character, a disgrace or humiliation. I am unclear as to
what illness she actually had or what medications she might have taken. She died suddenly at age 52.
Although her death, not directly related to her illness, had ravaged her so completely that it did nothing to
help.
My first hospitalization was at age 17. I spent a month in the psychiatric unit at Royal Jubilee in Victoria,
trying to deal with the awkward feelings of my life coming apart. The staff were very good in helping sort
some things out and get me healthy again. When I returned home, my family acted as if nothing happened.
However they started to treat me as if I was now somehow broken. For a year, I was able to see a
psychologist until he announced his retirement. I also began a regiment of medications that made me feel
awful as I suffered from every known side effect. Trapped on the worst rollercoaster ride of my life until the
doctor could find something that worked. I returned to regular life but felt haunted. In my 20’s, the effects of
my mental illness became more pronounced. I made mistakes with my medication, found myself in unsafe
environments and made a collection of bad lifestyle choices. This in turn, led to several breakdowns in a
decade in which I spent several months in two separate psychiatric wards. My families continued inability to
accept what was going on with me only made it worse. They told me to stop what I was doing, or just snap
out of it. They told me it was not that bad and I was hurting the family. I could never tell if they were
uneducated about my condition or if they just did not care. I know that my early perception of mental illness
was contained in various myths and wives tales created by television and movies about crazy people raving in
insane asylums. It was hard to believe that anyone could have a problem that did not require a bandage or
cast. Skepticism surrounding the authenticity of some mental problems seemed like a cop out.
Until my illness presents in an acute fashion, it is unremarkable and well hidden, except to those closest to
me. In addition, when it does rear its ugly head, it is upsetting and deeply concerning for everyone because it
is so disharmonious to my regular persona. The stigma of mental illness keeps it undercover, because even
when people say they understand, they do not. They may want to but it can be overwhelming. I am fortunate
to be have been surrounded lately by caring and supportive friends and partners. Despite the shock
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to the system and considerable burden I placed on them, they have repeatedly helped me to get right.
Combined with a cocktail of medications I take daily have worked well enough to afford me a career, family
and the chance to make a life. In 2007, I spent 45 days at Richmond Psychiatric Hospital just south of
Vancouver. The whole time I was there, the overcrowded unit remained chaotic. I only saw a doctor twice.
The bulk of my time was spent dealing with haggard, over-worked nurses that did not give their best. The
level of care I received upon discharge was minimal. Given a script for a week’s worth of medication and
nothing more. No outpatient care, no psychiatric doctor visit, no follow-up. It floored me. I muddled through,
fortunate enough to manage staying on the right side of the law for another half dozen years.
That aside, the current fear I have is not so much for myself as it is for those less fortunate. Those with much
greater barriers to access and assistance. They are all around us; those lost souls who fall through the cracks.
Consistently on the short end of societies offering. They all seem to have stories that link back to some form
of mental disorder. Mental illness has a direct connection to most suicidal considerations in one form or

“The world breaks everyone and afterward many are strong at the
broken places. But those that do not break it kills. It kills the very
good and the very gentle and the very brave impartially. If you are
none of these you can be sure it will kill you too but there will be no
special hurry.”
Ernest Hemingway , A Farewell to Arms

another. The scourge of drug abuse, poverty and homelessness, depression and violence are all spokes in
the wheel of mental illness. Many people go undiagnosed; others find themselves in and out of clinics,
treatment centers and police custody due in part to an illness. More commonly now, service members of the
Armed Forces, first responders, police and firefighters are developing PTSD from working on the front lines.
Then there are the hidden ones, those who simply refuse to accept that they may be ill. A host of reasons
can explain why people deny their own realities but the shared theme disables them. The symptoms come
and go, or only lasts a little while. They hide it from employers, loved ones and in some strange sense,
themselves. A beer or glass of wine usually takes the edge off. Maybe something a little stronger the next
time it happens. Friends and family can tell that something is not right but they keep denying it and pushing
everyone away. The fallacy of self-medicating and white knuckling their way through life has potentially
disastrous consequences. I am a perfect example of trying to maintain a happy veneer while slowly dying
inside.
My experience in Richmond is comparable to my first three years in Federal custody. I had three
psychologists within the Correctional system highly recommend I go to the Regional Treatment Center for
the bulk of my sentence. The decision from the director of that facility was a hard No. I was regarded as “at
risk”, not “acute”. I found their reasoning hard to swallow. If three doctors agreed on something as serious
as a mental health problem, while considering my long history, you would think that might account for
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something. Upon placement in a medium institution, I met the psychologist within 48 hours and discussed
my suicide risk and medications. Then I went almost a year without a conversation with a psychiatric doctor.
My medication was working nor had I not suffered a major episode. The beleaguered psychiatric nurse
addressed my requests once every four months, along with the rest of the 400+ inmates. I understand the
process and I will agree with their assessment that I am not in need of acute care. The question lingers
though as to what level of care I may have received at RTC, but this is not the place to grind that axe. It is
only since having coming to William Head that I have returned to a regular session with a psychologist.
Statistics show that somewhere between 12.5 and 20% of Canadians will require some sort of intervention
due to a mental health problem in their lifetime. Assuming that the population of Canada is 36,000,000 and
using the lower end of the range, 12.5% of 36 million is 4.5 million people. That is roughly equivalent to the
population of Toronto or the entire province of British Columbia. Stigma has serious power. It is not the
severity of the problem as much as it is what the illness suggests, that keeps it in the shadows. It is not
difficult to find a story in the paper that incorrectly vilifies mental illness. It can unintentionally attribute
blame to a collection of issues, and by doing so, get the details wrong. It is reasonable because the term
covers such a wide swath and grasps the viewer’s understanding of a problem to which they have no
comprehension. I have this terrible suspicion that if a new illness were to appear tomorrow, one that caused
all the same problems as mental illness but could be seen in the form of a rash or spots, donations would be
pouring in to help combat it. Drug companies would flood the market with ointments, salves and pills to
clear them away. Those affected would find money, support and services readily available. I can envision a
telethon with stars from Hollywood and the Billboard 100, asking for your dollars. This fantasy is a living
nightmare for those millions of Canadians already suffering. The reality is that money is in short supply. In
my own family, mental illness remains a taboo subject, and that was with my mother and I suffering chronic
problems. It continues to remain a dark secret that people do not understand, let alone want to deal with.
Consistently shuffled around, those in need are not getting the help they need. It should not go unnoticed
that there are many groups advocating for mentally ill people and increased funding. Many revolutionary
therapies are helping specific groups, where positive developments in medications are showing continued
promise. Research to foster a greater understanding of the brain and mental illness is ongoing.
The problem for us is at the street level. With all the awareness mental health gets today, there is a
tremendous disconnection between requirements
and delivery. There is also the constant issue of
accessibility versus affordability. As inmates
returning to the regular world, we will find an
overwhelmed system that treats patients on a triage
basis, where only the most critical patients go first
while everyone else waits. There is no real money for
treatment, and community housing that is either
unreasonable or unacceptable . For those who
require specialized care, waitlists are the norm,
subjecting the most vulnerable to find other
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methods for coping. Employment opportunities for marginalized people are hard come by while welfare
makes it impossible to live. There is no quick fix due to complex nature of the disease and the wide range of
required services. No matter which stakeholder is involved (different levels of government, health agencies
and advocacy groups, clinicians and nurses) in the ongoing conversation, the one thing they all agree on is
that immediate action is required. That is all fine and well, but how does this help a mentally ill inmate
preparing for some form of conditional release? There is no easy answer because I regularly ask it of myself.
The term groundwork is gaining popularity to describe getting your release plan in order. It can ring hollow if
you lack community support, job skills, education or financial stability.
This feels a lot more like ground with no real work.
This article was destined to reach the point of an impasse. It carries the burden of not knowing what to do
next. It may be hard to believe but I am getting similar care here than I did on the street. Seeing, as I had to
pay out of pocket to see the psychologist, it got rich quickly. My prison stay will not be long enough to have
any great breakthrough, so that forces the reality of the street back in my face. The humiliation I remember
growing up with still exists. In my early life, no one talked about this. The stigma of “being mental”, hindered
any chance of support. In my family, it has been just recently that has my illness forced us to talk about the
symptoms, triggers and manifestations. We could not talk about it before, however seeing as it developed
into something so disruptive, we have had no other choice. For my children, this type of conversation should
be commonplace, as they have exposure to some form of mental illness. Do not be ashamed. Do the best to
look after yourself. Follow your medication orders. Take your doctors recommendations seriously, as most of
them actually have your best interests in mind. You do not need to advertise your illness to the world but,
please, talk about it with your family or close friends.
Give them the power to support.
Give them the power to assist.
Give them the power to understand.
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Bad Apples
By: Sehl Wahl

It was the worst of times; it was the best of times…hold up just a minute! My bad, that’s the wrong story, I’m
thinking of. But if anyone wants to know: It would certainly be the worst of times for all characters in this
short tale.
This story is about a kid I knew named Jonny. I can remember little Jonny from my old neighbourhood back
when I was still a free man on the streets. His mother constantly hollering at him from her front stoop about
this or about that. He was just a young pup back then, maybe 8 or 9 years old. I can recall him running
around the block with his food stained Ninja Turtle shirts and dirt on his knees from wrestling and playing
with the other neighbourhood kids. He was always under his oldest sister’s skin for trying his best to tag
along with her and whatever young thug she was dealing with that particular week. Good looking girl she was
if I remember correctly, though I heard that she’s all wasted up these days, hooked on junk with her best
days long gone and by. She has a handful of kids belonging to an assortment of less than reputable
characters, all of which, all of which rarely come around her anymore, or the kids for that matter. You know
the type; real winners. But who am I to do any talkin’ from here in the joint, really? However, her situation is
just the status quo for girls coming from our neighbourhood, so no big surprise there.
When I look back on Young Jonny’s story it all comes back to me as “no big shocker” either. Upsetting; yes,
but sadly it isn’t a new story by any stretch. I’m sure that you know the old saying; “the apple doesn’t fall far
from the tree.” Well from where we come from that adage holds especially true, considering that from the
perspective on that “tree,” every conceivable view has it looking up hill in all directions. The “falling apples”
have zero chance of a favorable bounce or roll when they drop from that tree on day one! They fall straight
down into a pile of apples; a gully of apples, and with what look to be mountains surrounding them on all
fronts. Most are destined to remain in that “gully”, right where their life began. Few will ever successfully
climb that slippery slope of prejudice and poverty surrounding life in the projects. So in a way, I can see how
Young Jonny was only acting out a script as a character in a story foretold.
You would be hard pressed to find a town out there that isn’t riddled with gangs, clicks, sets, or crews. Our
city is no different. And Young Jonny began putting in his work at as early an age as any. By his mid-teens, he
had already gained his share of influence on the block. His reputation was that of a tough kid, with his hands
in all sorts of racket. From running coke, crack, and heroin across the city, to being “the guy” to call if you
needed a “date” with one of the best looking and “open minded” workin’ girls in town. Anyone that called on
his resources knew that either first hand or through word-of-mouth that Jonny wasn’t the guy to be owning
any change to. He was known to always be “strapped”, and so was anyone that would be rollin’ with him.
Back breaking collections was just par-for-the-course with Jonny and only added to his ever-expanding
reputation. As is the case for most of us, Jonny was too busy watching the “doors of opportunity” opening
before him, to be bothered with the possibility of cell doors ever closing behind him. These thoughts never
crossed his mind. Never mind the thought of ever being crossed.
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With all that Young Jonny had going on, and for as
long as had them going on for, the irony of this
situation was that what ended up getting him
“bagged” wasn’t really from anything that he had
any control over or had done directly. You see, The
Game is similar to death in a way; one day your card
will be drawn and there’s not a damn thing you or
anyone else can do about it or even a way to
prepare for it. From how the story was told to me, it
was a sunny summer day in the city. Just ten days
after Jonny’s 19th birthday as a matter of fact.
Jonny was sitting shotgun in a rental car as one of
his boys returned to the backseat with a bottle of
Jack Daniels he had just bought from the liquor
store. There were three of them parked in the far
corner of the store’s parking lot waiting for one of
Jonny’s runners known as “The Kid”, to drop off
money owing from their last transaction and pick up
some more product from them. This being a daily
practice for all involved nothing new to anyone
there that day. Unbeknownst to them however,
that same liquor store was about to be the target of
a robbery.
As Jonny and the guys waited for The Kid, three
men drove up to the side of the liquor store; two of
which went in armed and masked. Upon entry, they
brandished their pistols and demanded the cash
from the registers. As the employees of the store
quickly complied, the robbers were just as fast at
bagging the cash and exiting within mere moments.
One of the robbers even grabbed a bottle from the
store display on the way out. The bottles on display
that day were that of Jack Daniels Sour Mash
Whiskey. Leaving the store in calm fashion, the
robbers jumped into their waiting getaway car and
promptly drove off, though not so fast as to draw
attention to themselves. In fact, the only attention
caused at any point, other than the attention of the
cashiers and store customers, was that of a silent
alarm which was activated by one of the stores
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employees, and by the security cameras, which

recorded all of the events that unfolded inside the
store.
The police arrived at the scene just five minutes
after the robbers and their driver pulled out of the
parking lot. The cops immediately surrounded the
premises, blocking all exits to the store and its
parking lot. Still not even aware that the store had
been robbed or that anything out of the norm had
taken place, Young Jonny and the Guys’ were quick
to think that all the commotion was aimed at them.
They immediately though that this was a sting; a
setup of some nature. Instructing the guys to stay
cool and in the car, he watched as the cops split up
in groups across the area. He also noticed that the
main focus appeared to be of inside the store; at
least at first. It didn’t take long before one of the
teams of cops that were scouring the outer areas
came across the three of them sitting in their car at
the back of the lot. One of these officers was fast on
his radio, presumably calling for backup while they
approached the rental. Circling the vehicle, not yet
initiating and communication, the cops were joined
by the two other officers coming from inside the
store. Jonny and the guys waited in absolute silence
as they were soon surrounded by cops on all fronts.
By this time, police had learned that the vehicle was
registered to a rental company. This would raise
suspicion, as many crimes are known to be
committed with the “assistance” of rental cars. The
two officers that had come from inside the store
had seen the brief security footage at this point
also, and they now knew that two robbers entered
the store with handguns, had taken money from the
registers, and one had even left with a bottle of Jack
on their way out. More confused than nervous, the
guys were tucking their guns under the seat
cushions while waiting for the cops to let them
know what was about to transpire, and they didn’t

have to wait long either. Guns drawn, the
instructions from the cops stared raining down on
them. the three of them now on the ground outside
of the car, hands cuffed behind their backs, the car
and themselves were thoroughly searched, still not
even certain as to what was going down, or why it
was all happening.

The guns and drugs; maybe, but only if the deal
offered was reasonable. Otherwise, the plan was to
take the case to trial and even appealed if
convicted. The Crown Attorneys initial position was
that a 15 year sentence for each of them, which
included the drugs and armed robbery, even as first
time adult offenders.

Between the three of them, in their pockets there
was enough money to more than cover the amounts
taken from the liquor store registers by the robbers.
The cops quickly found the guns tucked away under
the seats of the car, and the bottle of Jack Daniels
that they found all but confirmed that they now had
their perpetrators in custody. Then when searching
the trunk they found the kicker; an unopened kilo of
coke! The boys were
beyond
a
doubt,
proverbially
screwed!
This was a classic case of
being at the wrong
place, at the wrong time,
doing the wrong thing!
The sad thing for them was that they didn’t even
know that there had even been a robbery until after
they arrived at the station hours later when a
detective read out the laundry list of charges that
they had been arrested for. This was going to be the
beginning of a long trip for the boys, and in
particular, a very long trip for our boy Jonny.

While Jonny was in jail awaiting trial, he had his
boys outside collecting and doing their best to clear
all the debts owed to him. The reality of it is; when
you end up inside, people tend to forget about their
obligations to you, they act as if you died or
something, and they just don’t
come around anymore. Now
who would have predicted this;
but The Kid; yes the same kid
that Jonny was waiting on that
last fateful day of freedom in
the liquor store parking lot, was
one of those few with
outstanding debts to Jonny, and
for all intents and purposes,
had gone MIA! In fact, he had not been seen since,
or even for a few days prior to his Jonny’s
subsequent arrest. This information alone raised
suspicion. But worse; the feeling of being double
crossed raised the hairs on the back of Jonny’s neck.
Keeping in mind that for an instant, while the arrest
was taking place, Jonny had the idea that it was
actually a sting operation aimed at him. Now
however, Jonny had to admit, at least outwardly,
that a robbery did in fact transpire. Even still, having
been accused of this robbery, while it may have
been one of the few things in his life in which he
was not guilty of, only cultivate confusion, this while
peaking his paranoia, and skyrocketing suspicions to
all new heights. Being a product of the streets had
taught Jonny, if nothing else, never trust the cops.
To him and his kind, they were, and always would
be, viewed as the enemy.

Remand custody was to be long and drawn out for
Young Jonny. He was the only one of the three that
was not able to post bail, and it wasn’t because he
was lacking the funds either. Two judges deemed
his sureties “inadequate” and that he was generally
a risk all around. So he was stuck in ‘the bucket’ for
the duration, and there was no way around the
lengthy court proceedings and endless appearances,
for there was no way that he was
going to plea to a robbery that he did not commit.
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For those that have never been; when in prison, a
man’s mind has a tendency of running more than
just a little wild. He will constantly be assuming the
worst of people and situations that he encounters. It
is typically a by-product of stress and environment,
thought it can be a culmination of things. Any way
you look at it, it’s just a fact of life inside. “Prisons
Facts” can begin with a single man’s thought, and
maybe that thought develops into an idea. This idea
might make it as far as the man’s, becoming
airborne in the form of a simple whisper. Like a
contagion, this whisper falls on the ear of another
inmate. Now two men are infected with this idea.
Now, as “prison facts” dictate; that as soon as two
people say, and agree on an idea, it then becomes
fact! The particular idea that I am eluding to; was
that The Kid, somehow or someway had set up or
was directly involved in Jonny’s arrest. There was no
direct evidence supporting this fact, but nobody
needs evidence when prison facts take into effect.
For the sake of any meaningful purpose or reasoning
as to why or how The Kid would even do such a
thing, I suppose you could entertain the possibility
that perhaps; The Kid had gotten himself pinched
along his way, and to save his own hide, began
cooperating with the cops? Maybe he had
aspirations of taking over Jonny’s business. Maybe
The Kid was actually one of the robbers at the liquor
store or just involved
somehow?
We
could
speculate
until
Charles
Manson gets parole, but the
point is that the details held
no importance anymore as
the rumours were already in
motion to the point that they
had rolled themselves into
facts and nothing else was of
any consequence to Young
Jonny.
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After the passing of over a year, the Crown
prosecutors were forced to drop all charges
concerning the robbery. They only did this in
concern of losing the entire case due to Criminal
Profiling. However, they aimed for the highest
possible sentence for weapons possession and
possession for the purpose of trafficking. Jonny was
wise enough to know that nothing better was going
to come down the pipe, even in trial. He had done
enough time in the bucket and decided to take
charges to the judge and see what kind of numbers
he could get as a sentence. So Down Below Young
Jonny would go.
Four years left to do in the pen. That was the math
when all was said and done and his sentence was
put on paper. It didn’t take long for him to get into
the swing of things down there either. He quickly
made a name for himself in the joint, that’s on top of
the reputation that had followed him inside from the
streets. By most standards, he was what would
considered a “short timer,” and didn’t really have a
shot at being released until his statutory release
date. Therefore, he had little regard for how he was
perceived by any authorities and pretty much did as
he pleased in his day to day. He had his plays and his
hustles, and for the most part, that was how he did
his time. All the while, the nagging thought of being

“played” by The Kid, festered in his mind. The efforts
through the years to locate him had all turned up
cold. There was never any real proof that The Kid
had indeed gone to any length to harm Jonny per se,
but as is with prison life, thoughts that are
harboured on the forefront on an incarcerated mind
become too convoluted to be seen with any amount
of clarity over time. Animosity and hate only gain
momentum and inspire dreams of ultimate revenge.
All of the basis of prison facts.
Bad luck can quite often be perceived as good luck at
first glance. For those who don’t buy into the
concept of luck; as fate would have it, three years
into Jonny’s bit The Kid just happened to stroll into
the same damn joint! Apparently, The Kid was
serving a six-year stretch for an armed robbery of a
bank just a few towns away from Young Jonny’s old
stomping grounds. This news of The Kid’s charges
didn’t sit well with Jonny’s already spinning wheel of
a mind. To him this was all but confirmation to what
he had suspected this entire time, and here,
retribution lay in front of him at its finest.
As perceptions turned to poison, seasoning his
thoughts of toxic ambitions, it all began boiling over
in the cauldron of his mind. This particular recipe
was that to create reaction; which was not to be
confused with action. Action is composed of prior
thought and most often a degree of planning,
creating some form of structure usually.
Unfortunately, on that day, what played out was
strictly reaction. Life inside had gotten the best of
Jonny’s head. Clarity is a luxury seldom afforded to
those in prison. If the daily chaos alone isn’t enough
to cloud reality to your liking, well there is always “a
pill for that” and enough people more than willing to
supply it for your consumption.
I heard that the final count was thirty-something.
The word on the autopsy was that Jonny had put
over thirty holes in The Kid. I can only guess that at

least a few of them were the initial defense wounds.
DOA: (dead on arrival) was the doctor’s prognosis
on The Kid at the hospital. And for Young Jonny; we
call his status DAA: (dead after arrival). Jonny had
less than a year to do before starting the rest of his
life. Now he is doing life! He was convicted in half
the time it took to convict him of his initial charges
that got him thrown inside in the first place. There
isn’t anything that isn’t caught on camera inside
these days; and some “little bird” leaked that Jonny
and The Kid had a storied history out on the streets.
That’s all it took for the jury to put it in the books as
“First Degree Murder.”
No more thoughts of freedom for Jonny anymore.
Last, that I heard was that he holed up in the SHU. I
guess his thoughts are of suicide instead. Our
chaotic thoughts are what steer the ship down here,
and it doesn’t take a perfect storm to have these
thoughts be what sinks us. In the mayhem, we
remain free, free to make our own choices. But we
still are not free from the consequences of these
choices. This is something that many can never wrap
their heads around until it’s too late.
This tale has the making of what you might label as
a “sad story”. It’s just that in here, we all know our
own “Young Jonny”. So after a few have come and
gone, by the next “Young Jonny” story is cold, we
have long been desensitized to anything that “he”
has done this time around. To us, Jonny isn’t
necessarily a bad seed or even a bad apple. Not by a
long shot. If there is anything that we inside can still
see clearly; it’s that Jonny just “fell off”, and he
didn’t even fall far…from the tree.

“I’m not against the police,
I’m just afraid of them.”
-Alfred Hitchcock
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The Keys to Freedom
By: Jesse Belanger

I have always believed that my outer world is a mirror of my inner world and that every situation and
condition is an outer effect of an inner thought pattern. I am currently serving a three-year sentence at
Grand Valley Institution; however, on the inside I feel like I have given myself a life sentence of solitary
confinement by the walls that I have built and confined myself to for all these years. To me prison is an outer
manifestation of confinement of an inner prison of guilt, shame, hopelessness, powerlessness, anger, and
low self-esteem. These inner walls may not be visible to the outside world; however, to me, and within me,
they are very real. I am sitting here in a cell looking back and wondering how I got here and where it all went
wrong. Did I really create my own prison?
Reflecting back on my life I now realize that the things that protected me as a child actually imprison me as
an adult. All the defense mechanisms that I have adopted and acquired, which consist of my attitudes,
beliefs, and perceptions, in turn keep me from attaining the very things that I need to make me whole, such
as love, intimacy, and relationships. I built walls of toughness, walls of emotional deadness, and walls of
rebelliousness and defiance. I built these walls as a means of protecting myself from the outside world,
however these same walls that protected me now imprisoned me and I was trapped in them, confined in
them with the one person in the world I hate the most, myself. I had secluded myself from everyone and
everything thinking that I was keeping myself safe, but what I did not realize is that I was the one that I
needed to be saved from. That is when I realized that subconsciously I had created my own prison and that I
had become my own worst enemy.
All these years I had been holding myself hostage and my outer and inner world reflected that. I was my own
worst critic, tormented by my own thoughts. I was a prisoner in my own mind and of my own past. I used to
think that it was me against the world, but what I realized was that I did not hate the world, I hated myself.
The world was just a mirrored reflection on my innermost thoughts and beliefs about myself and the world in
general. I am the one that attracted all those people, places, circumstances, situations, and events, by the
thoughts that I chose to think whether they were consciously or subconsciously. Did I really hate myself that
much that I felt the need to punish myself?
All of these years I have been waiting for someone or something to come and set me free. I always thought
that the perfect relationship, or job, could free me from this prison, but not this time. Not even all the money
in the world could buy my freedom, for it is a priceless gift and to me one that far exceeded any amount of
money. Every day I hear the sound of keys, wondering if today would be the day when I would be released.
But even if I were released I would still be imprisoned on the inside, which meant that I would still be a
prisoner in my own mind and of my own past. I would be free physically but not mentally or spiritually. So
how free would I really be? Is that even freedom? If so, how long would it last? I had so many unanswered
questions but the biggest one of all was, “who had the keys to my freedom”?
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As I got closer and closer, I realized that the lock on the cell doors was actually on the inside. Did that mean
that I contained the keys to my own freedom? As I inspected it further, I noticed that it actually contained
five keyholes, one in each corner and one in the middle. I immediately began thoroughly searching my cell
from top to bottom, but could not find anything. I could not find any keys or clues anywhere. My cell was
completely empty. I was the only thing it contained. I was instantly paralyzed by an overwhelming sense of
hopelessness and defeat. Were the keys something that I had to find or something that I already possessed?
Was I locked in here forever?
Being locked in a cell with myself meant being locked in a cell with my own worst enemy with no way of
getting out and that was the most terrifying feeling in the world. I always said that living by myself and living
with myself are two different things because living with myself implies that I am two people like Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde and that is exactly how I felt. I was constantly battling an inner conflict that I could never win and
one that went on in my mind all day long. It was at that moment that I had finally surrendered because I
knew that I could not change my outer circumstances. I know from previous experience that trying to change
something outside myself renders me powerless and contributes to an overwhelming sense of powerlessness
which deep down I had felt my whole life. Therefore, I knew that if I could not change something I had to

Forgiveness, along with acceptance, understanding, compassion
and love were the five ultimate keys to my inner freedom.
accept it and accepting something did not mean that I had to like it or even agree with it. It just meant that I
was acknowledging that it happened and it is only from that point on that I was able to move forward. With
acceptance came a sense of peace. At that moment, I knew that acceptance had to be one of the keys
because with it I began to feel freer.
As I began accepting my circumstances, I came to the realization that maybe I had been looking in the wrong
direction this entire time. Instead of looking outward maybe, I needed to start looking inward. It is at that
point that I began to look within myself, which had been something that I had avoided for many years. I also
realized that I was the only person that I was going to spend eternity with and the thought of being locked in
a cell with myself scared the hell out of me. I began thinking that maybe I should start by being kinder to
myself. After all, I could never seem to get away or escape from myself because no matter where I go there I
am. Someone once asked me if I treated my friends the way I treated myself, how many would I have? The
answer is none, the truth is I would never treat my friends the way I treated myself or anyone for that matter.
I have been criticising myself for years and look where it has gotten me. Why don’t I try approving of myself
and see what happens. I took this as an opportunity to get to know myself and to gain insight and
understanding as to why I am the way I am and why I do the things, I do. After all, I had nothing but time and
nothing to lose. I had already lost everything including myself.
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Looking back, I realized that childhood was not easy and that if all the things that I had experienced and
endured would have happened to another child, I would have definitely have been understanding and
compassionate. After all, I genuinely and truly cared about other people and would help them in whichever
way I could. So why couldn’t I do that for myself and why couldn’t I be understanding and compassionate
towards myself? Did I really hate myself that much? I always feared abandonment and rejection at my core,
which stemmed from a deeply rooted unmet need for love that I so desperately wanted and needed but
could not get from anyone or anything. As a result, I concluded that I was unlovable. By concluding I was
unlovable, I would attract people that could not love which reinforced my beliefs. Looking back, I understand
that it is not that they did not love me or that that I was unlovable, it’s that they didn’t love themselves. How
could they give something away that they did not have? Furthermore, how could I receive something if I did
not know what it was and if deep down I did not feel deserving of it? That is when I realized that I would not
attract or be attracted to those kinds of people because they did not correspond with my inner thought
pattern and subconsciously I did not feel worthy of love.
The truth is deep down I feared love and was hiding and running from it my whole life. Coming to that
realization filled me with an excruciating sense of sadness. It is at that point that I began to develop
understanding, compassion, and love for myself. I also noticed that with understanding, compassion, and
love came a tremendous sense of freedom. At that moment, I knew that understanding, compassion, and
love had to be three of the missing keys. I could instantly feel my inner walls beginning to come down. It is
from that point on that I made a commitment to honour myself, to love myself unconditionally, to
encourage and support myself, to have my best interest at heart, and to always be there for myself no
matter what. Those were all the qualities that I looked for in a friend so why couldn’t I be that friend to
myself. I could not believe how much more liberated I felt.
I was still missing one key and it was the one that all the other keys surrounded. It was the one directly in the
center, which to me, from an inner perspective signified the heart and all the walls that enclosed it. It had to
be the key that freed the heart. Which key was that? Was that even possible? Did such a key even exist?
Then it dawned on me, the last key had to be FORGIVENESS!!! Forgiveness had always been something that I
have struggled with. I have always had a hard time forgiving others as well as myself, but what I realized is
that it was not forgiveness itself that was difficult, it was my perception of forgiveness and what I thought it
meant. I use to think that by forgiving someone it was like saying that it was okay to do what they did. What
I realized is that forgiveness is a gift that you give yourself. It does not mean that the other person deserves
it; it just means that I deserve to be free of it. Forgiveness to me means that I am not going to allow this
experience to hold me back any longer. It is a choice and it is choosing to move forward by accepting the
reality of what happened. By harbouring grudges and resentments, I was actually giving my power away and
allowing someone or something to control what I think, how I feel, what I say, what I do and where I go. I
was also imprisoning myself in a prison of hatred, anger and bitterness and as a result, all my relationships
suffered. Even by seeking revenge or hating someone, I am still keeping myself attached to that relationship
because I am still wanting or expecting something that I may never get. It is like taking a pair of handcuffs
and putting one handcuff around my wrist and putting the other handcuff around the wrist of the person
that I hate. I literally carry that with me everywhere I go. Forgiveness releases the prisoner and is about
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realizing that the prisoner is me. I noticed that the more I forgave others, the easier it was for me to forgive
myself. I also believe that it is through forgiving others that we are truly forgiven. Once I forgave myself for
my past, it no longer had power over me and instead became my life story. It is now one of my greatest
assets in which I use to help others.
Forgiveness immediately freed me from being my own worst enemy. I was no longer a prisoner in my own
mind or of my own past. I was completely and utterly amazed at all the insight and understanding that I had
gained into myself. That is when I realized that the cell that I had physically been locked in also symbolized
the prison in my mind that I mentally confined myself to. It was in my mind that I realized that I was my own
worst enemy. Hence the term prisoner in my own mind. The keyholes in each corner of the lock also
symbolized each of the four chambers of the heart and that is where I had concealed and locked all my
deepest darkest secrets along with all the pain that I had tried to deny and repress. The middle key, which
was directly in the center of
all the other ones,
symbolized the center of the
heart and it was
forgiveness that ultimately
freed the heart from its
bound chains along with all
the agony that its
chambers contained.
Once
I
freed
myself
spiritually, I was able to
release myself mentally.
Being a prisoner of my
own past also meant being
imprisoned in my mind
with my thoughts because the
past can only be lived
in the mind and once again, I
was in the mind that I
was my own worst enemy.
That is when I came to
the realization that the past is
not a place of residence
but rather a place of
reference. To live in the
heart with my feelings meant
to be alive and fully
present in the moment with
no form of thought
whatsoever. Here is where I discovered that I was my own best friend. Some say that the longest journey is
from the mind to the heart and I firmly declare that to be true, especially with my experience. Once I began
to accept my pain and acknowledge that most of my suffering was self-inflicted as a result of not dealing with
it, that is when I began to develop understanding, compassion and love for myself. That is when I was finally
able to forgive myself. Forgiveness, along with acceptance, understanding, compassion and love were the
five ultimate keys to my inner freedom.
I am a year into my sentence and I can honestly say that I have never felt freer in my entire life. I may have
physically lost my freedom; however, in return I have gained freedom of choice, freedom from active
addiction and freedom from bondage of self. Sometimes I believe that we have to lose something in order to
gain far more in return. We are always looking outward for the answers as opposed to inward. I truly believe
that all the answers lie within and I firmly believe that we are the master key to our freedom because within
us we contain all the keys and answers to life’s problem as well as our own struggles. For me, the first wall
that I had to tear down was the one that separated me from myself. It was from that point on that I began to
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work with myself rather than against myself. I felt like I had been reunited with my best friend. It was the
greatest feeling in the world and a completely new sense of freedom that I never dreamt possible. We can
be either our biggest obstacle or our biggest asset. Ultimately, the decision is always up to us.
I called this story the keys to freedom because to me this title is symbolic in more than one way. This story
contains two different meanings depending on how we perceive things and from what perspective we
perceive them. How the world looks depends on how we look at it. I like to view things from an outer world
perspective which is from the outside looking in and from an inner world perspective which is from the
inside looking out. From the outer world perspective, the keys to freedom symbolize an actual set of keys,
which signifies being released from prison, which we as prisoners all eventually experience once we have
served our sentence. However, are we truly free? This perspective implies that someone or something
outside ourselves contains the keys to our freedom, which may appear to be the case with the outer prison.
To me that is just a false sense of freedom because I truly believe that if we do not free ourselves on the
inside, which is mentally and spiritually, then we will never truly be free no matter where we are or where
we go. From an inner world perspective, the keys to freedom symbolize answers to our inner most struggles
and those keys come in the form of spiritual principles such as acceptance, understanding, compassion, love,
and forgiveness. Once we free ourselves on the inside, we will be free no matter where we are and
regardless of our outer circumstances. I had to accept my outer circumstances in order to change my inner
circumstances, I also had to accept that I could not change my outer circumstances however; I could use my
outer circumstances to change me. I ultimately had to make the inner changes in order for the outer changes
to occur. Once I had that inner freedom, no outer circumstance could hinder that. That is the true meaning
of freedom and the joys of being free.

PRISONER’S LEGAL SERVICES
We can help you with your prison and parole issues that affect your liberty rights, such as segregation, disciplinary hearings, involuntary transfers, parole suspension, detention and sentence calculation. We also assist
prisoners with human rights and health care issues.

For assistance, please call the LEGAL SERVICES SOCIETY CALL CENTER for a referral at

Federal:

1-888-839-8889

Provincial:

604-681-9736

Once you have a referral, you can call Prisoner’s Legal Services directly at:
Federal:

1-866-577-5245

Provincial:

604-853-8712

These are “common access numbers” that you can call without having the number put on your authorized
call list. If you don’t have a PIN, ask for an administrative call.
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Pay Stubs, How to Make Sense of Them
By: Gary R

Inmates pay statements can be difficult to read and understand, so I shall try to simplify and explain them. If
you disagree, please write to us at OBM and tell us your version and or corrections.
The first line, after your name and location, is the Date Range. The Date Range are NOT the dates that you
worked or went to a program or school. Pay periods are from Monday to Sunday. The Date Range is for any
money exchanges, such as canteen, ITF’s, money transfers, that occurred between the dates shown. My
latest Date Range is 11/30/2017 through 12/14/2017 while my actual pay period as shown by the start and
finish dates on my pay line, referred to as Resident Deposit is start, 11/27/17 and end 12/10/17. This means
that you may have spent money after your pay period. This may make calculations about your account,
possibly in disagreement with your statement.
Example, the pay period ended December 10th, 2017. Yet money for cards I bought was processed on
December 14th 2017. It was still covered, but if I were counting on it not being processed until the next pay
period because it was past the pay end period of Dec 10th then I would be mistaken.
Next, we have Beginning Account Balances and Ending Account Balances. The Beginning Account Balance
should be an exact replica of Ending Account Balances from your last inmate statement . I always check the
True Balances in the Beginning Account Balances and quickly compare it to the True Balance in the Ending
Account Balances so I can instantly tell the overall change in my accounts. If the balance is higher or lower, I
look to find out why and check how much to make sure there are no mistakes. I will use round numbers to
make it easier to calculate.
Balance

Debt

True balance

Balance

Debt

True balance

Canteen

$35.00

$0.00

$35.00

Canteen

$0.00

$40.00

Current

$70.00

$0.00

$70.00

Current

$0.00

$70.00

Holds

$20.00

$0.00

$20.00

Holds

$0.00

$20.00

Minimum Sav- $80.00

$0.00

$80.00

Minimum Sav- $80.00

Savings

$20.00

$0.00

$20.00

Savings

$0.00

$25.00

Begin Totals

$225.00

$0.00

$225.00

Begin Totals

$0.00

$235.00

$0.00

$80.00

When I get my statement the first thing I look at is the true balance in the Beginning Account Balance, (the
left side of the page) and the true balance in the Ending Account Balance, (the right side of the page.
Therefore, I instantly see that I have gained $10.00 over last pay period, which in this case shows as $5.00
more in canteen and $5.00 more in savings, that is after being paid and having canteen taken off and any
other income or payments. Then I look to see why I have more or less money than last statement.
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Date

1

Task No.

2

Amount

3

Type

4

Comment Balance
Change
5

6

Balance

7

Deductions
8

Debt Bal
Change
9

Debt Balance
10

1

Date: This is the date the actual transaction oc- 6
curred, not necessarily the date you ok’d the purchase.

Balance Change: Your account changes based on the
information in box 2 (Type) minus or in addition to
any changes this amount. For example, box 2 will list
your gross income, while this box shows the change
to your balance minus the deductions for Inmate Welfare, Food & Accommodations, and ITS Admin.

2

Task No: Random coding that only senior CSC
7
bean counters understand. However if you ever
have a question regarding any transaction on
your statement sheet if you use this transaction
number (always listed on every transaction line)
on your request form, it will be easier and therefore faster to get it looked at.

Balance: This shows you the change to your True Balance under Ending Account Balance. If your overall
Balance was $103.98 and you spent $15.20 on canteen then this would show as a balance of $103.98 $15.20 leaves a balance of $88.78. By doing this for
each transaction you can keep track of your account.

3

Amount: The amount of the transaction. If in
8
brackets, ($0.00) it is subtracted from your account. If not in brackets then it is added into your
account.

Deductions: This shows total deductions, not individual deductions. Example, it will show the total of deductions for Food & Accommodations, ITS, Inmate
Welfare, etc.

4

Type: Resident deposit, transferring funds from
one place to another.

9

Debt Bal Change. If you owed monies for an overpayment you received, or for any reason you have to
repay the institution, or outgoing restitution; i.e. child
support. This section will show the balance you owe
on that.

5

Comment: A description of why money is coming or going into your account. Resident deposit
is your pay.

10 Debt Balance: This space will show you the balance
on the monies you owe after the payment you had
deducted in section 9, Debt Bal Change
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Now let’s look at another transaction.
Date

Task No.

Amount

Type

12/07/17

11636

($99.80)

Resident With- 820-HOL17S
drawal
Holiday Can-

1

2

3

Comment

4

5

Balance
Change

Balance

Deductions Debt Bal
Change

Debt Balance

($99.80)

$50.20

$0.00

$0.00

6

7

$0.00

8

9

10

Box 1 is the date the transaction was processed, in this case December 7th, 2017. Now seeing as we got our
Christmas canteen on November 29th, 2017, I can see that it took just over a week for finance to actually
take the money from my account.
Box 3, named Amount, in it we see ($98.80), and because that amount is in brackets that tells us that it has
been deducted from my account. This matches the receipt I signed when I actually picked up my Christmas
canteen so that balances.
Box 5 first shows 820, which is the code for William Head Institution, (your institution number will appear on
your statement) next is HOL17S which is the code for the hold they had on money I had signed for on
September 17th when I placed the order.
Box 6 shows the amount that my overall balance will change by, and again since it is in brackets I know this is
a debit from my account.

Box 7 shows the balance after box 6 has been subtracted from my account. So if my previous balance had
been $150.00 and then we debited or subtracted the $99.80 then my balance would be $150.00 - $99.80 =
$50.20. Boxes 8 and 9 and 10 all show $0.00 because I am not paying an institutional fine, or overpayment or
whatever else they will deduct from inmates.
(Continued on page 51)
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Facts about UTA’s & ETA’s
By: Gary R

The Commissioner’s Directives found on the institutional computers can be difficult to navigate, let
alone understand, and may not contain all the necessary information. It is possible that your IPO, may not be
clear on what you need to know about your rights.
The Commissioner’s Directive that covers temporary absences is 710-3. It does not state when you can
submit your application. However, a comprehensive search of Martin’s Related Criminal Statutes, section
156, 2018 does provide that answer. The official word is that you may apply for Unescorted Temporary
Absences one year before your UTA date. This gives plenty of time to have all the paperwork done and
reviewed so that on your date you are ready to go.
I cannot possibly enter the entire document of Temporary Absences (Commissioner’s Directive 710-3) as it
contains 30 pages, so I will try to get to the heart of the matter and the most relevant. Under Responsibilities
and Procedures, section 2 (710-3 page 3 of 30)
2. The Parole Officer, up until the first positive decision, and the Correctional Officer II, following the
first positive decision, will:
Process inmate applications for a temporary absence within the proscribed timeframes.
Without ever actually describing the timeframes as to when you may apply, it is left open, whereas in;
Martins Related Criminal Statues 2017-2018, Corrections, S. 156 (2) page 518 states:
(
2) An application referred to in subsection (1) shall not be submitted prior to the twelve-month
period preceding the offender’s eligibility date for the unescorted temporary absence.
This states clearly that you can indeed submit your UTA application 12 months prior to your eligibility date,
contrary to what an IPO or anyone might suggest otherwise.
Here in its entirety is the statues regarding Unescorted Temporary Absences from Martin’s Related Criminal
Statues 2017 - 2018 Edition S. 155 page 518 . When the article talks about the releasing authority it means
whomever has the power to grant your UTA. For some it is the Parole Board, for others it is the Warden.

Unescorted Temporary Absences Martin’s Related Criminal Statues 2017-2018 P.518
155. For the purposes of sections 116 and 117 of the act, the releasing authority may authorize an
unescorted temporary absence of an offender
a) for medical reasons to allow the offender to undergo medical examination or treatment that
cannot reasonably be provided in the penitentiary;
b) for administrative reasons to allow the offender to attend to essential personal affairs or legal
matters or to matters related to the administration of the sentence that the offender is serving;
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c) for community service purposes to allow the offender to undertake voluntary activity with a nonprofit community institution, organization or agency, or for the benefit of the community as a whole;
d) for family contact purposes to assist the offender in maintaining and strengthening family ties as a
support to the offender while in custody and as a potential community resource on the offender’s
release;
e) for parental responsibility reasons to allow the offender to attend to matters related to the
maintenance of a parent-child relationship, including care, nurture, schooling and medical treatment,
where such a relationship exists between the offender and the child;
f) for personal development for rehabilitative purposes to allow the offender to participate in specific
treatment activities with the goal of reducing the risk of the offender re-offending and to allow the
offender to participate in activities of a rehabilitative nature, including cultural and spiritual
ceremonies unique to Aboriginal peoples, with the goal of assisting the reintegration of the offender
into the community as a law-abiding citizen; and
g) for compassionate reasons to allow the offender to attend to urgent matters affecting the
members of the offender’s immediate family or other persons with whom the offender has a close
personal relationship.
156. (1) An offender may apply in writing to the releasing authority for an unescorted temporary absence for
a purpose described in section 155.
(2) An application referred to in subsection (1) shall not be submitted prior to the twelve-month period
preceding the offender’s eligibility date for unescorted temporary absence.
(3) Subject to subsection (4), the releasing authority shall review the case of an offender who applies for an
unescorted temporary absence within six months after receiving the application, but in no case is the
releasing authority required to review the case before the two months immediately preceding the offender’s
eligibility date for unescorted absence.
(4) The releasing authority may postpone an unescorted temporary absence review with the consent of the
offender.
(5) The releasing authority may adjourn an unescorted temporary absence review for a period of not more
than two months where the releasing authority requires
a) further information relevant to the review; or
b) further time to render a decision.

Purposes of a Temporary Absence
CD 710-3 page 4 of 30
6. Temporary absences may be granted for the following purposes:
(Continued on page 55)
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Life in a 6 X 10 Box
By: Alam Mohammed Hai

“Would you like to know what it is like to live in a 6’ x 10’ box?
The limited space you have to pray puts the toilette in your Qibla spot!”
“So I hand a curtain across a Satar of Separation.
I’m struggling to Surrender my soul to Allah, it’s the price I pay for my incarceration.”
“And even as I stand and pray, I know on the other side is a filthy bowl.
But on this side I’m cleansing my heart and trying to purify my soul.”
“Maybe I can get a cell change? One that puts the Qibla in the other direction.
But the Qibla in this new cell gives me only a three foot section.”
“Watch out for that shelf? I say to myself, on the way down to Sajda – prostration.
I whack my head off that same shelf, when I rise back up to attention.”
“I’ll look forward to yard the one time a day I get to pray in Jammah.
But the guards don’t like us organizing prayers; you know that Shaytaan hates the Salah.”
“They think we’re all terrorists, an Isis or Al-Quieda sleeper cell.
We’re just trying to surrender our wills to Allah, in this our daily living hell.”
“Maybe this week we’ll get a Juma, if we’re not on lockdown.
But who’s qualified to stand up and give Khutbah, blank faces sit down and look around.”
“The Imam or Muslim volunteers come in, oh maybe once in a blue moon.
I wish I could see the new moon like you so that I could know that Ramadan is coming soon.”
“I’ll look out my window that only faces west and hope there’s no white thread in the sky.
Then I’ll make my intention to fast for Allah, and pray that Suhoor has not passed me by.”
“I’ll break my fasting tonight at Maghrib, the one time a year we get to eat a date.
So please don’t take them for granted my brothers, because for us it’s just too.”
“After Isha I’ll pray Tarraweeha, 20 rakahs alone in my cell.
But I’ve only memorized the last ten Surah’s, no Qataam’ul Qur’an for me, oh well.”
“In the last ten nights, I’ll search for the night of power and decree.
And spent each night with tears in my eyes, begging Allah to please set me free.”
“Eid celebrations will come and will go, but will anyone share lamb and Mubarak with me?
Nah, probably not, I’m too far away to remember, locked up out here in the penitentiary.”
“So next time you’re in a Masjid and the Imam says stand shoulder to shoulder, heel to heel.
Take a moment to whisper a prayer for me, because maybe now you know a little of how I feel.”
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An Important Notice from Out of Bounds Magazine
Currently, inmates cannot order subscriptions to magazines in most institutions.
However, we at Out of Bounds do send magazines to inmates that make a submission such as artwork,
poetry, and stores (both fiction and non-fiction) these magazines are getting through to the inmates. It
would be the same as an inmate sending another inmate regular mail, from a security perspective.

We have multiple instances in which we send magazines to inmates where a family member paid for the
subscription. They purchase the subscription and then we send the magazine to the person in prison
indicated by the subscriber.
There are two volunteers at William Head Institution that pay for subscriptions for inmates of our choosing
anywhere in the country. The reason we are bringing to your attention is that we have received several
letters concerning this point. With that said, we believe it is important news to share, especially for those
inmates who would like the magazine but cannot afford the subscription fee.
It is easy to subscribe, just have your family member send us your name, address and postal code
(or zip code) along with the appropriate subscription fee.

One year:
Two years:

$20.00*
$36.00*

*American subscribers require an additional $5.00 CDN
per issue to cover the extra postage.
Make cheque or money order payable to:

OUT OF BOUNDS MAGAZINE
6000 William Head Rd
Victoria, BC V9C 0B5 Canada
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60 minute Visits
By: Jennifer Bird

The years that have passed, I cannot replace
But, this “Hour” I have, I will fully embrace
I don’t know how it will go? Will it be awkward, or fun?
Or will you be sitting there wondering when the visits are done?
I’m not sure how you’ll feel? I’m not sure I should ask
I’m not sure how I’ll act, now that so much time has passed
I know you’ll wish I were different, like the other kid’s moms
And inside your both angry for the things I have done
These years I’ve remembered; when I used to be “mom”
The years you do not, because you were both too young
As I look back on our past, I remember the Joy
How Happy I was with my two baby Boys
This was not the life I had wanted, for you two or me
But somehow things changed from what I thought they would be
I made mistakes, and I cannot take them back
But I will never stop loving you, that is a FACT
You don’t need to forgive me, I just want you to know
That life sometimes goes ways you never thought it would go
You can choose Right or wrong, and give it your Best
But that still doesn’t mean that you’ll pass every test
All that we say, and all that we do will not keep us from failing at something’s we do
And most people won’t hesitate, to say you’re to blame
Because you made your own choices, that caused your own pain

But No one is “Perfect,” and we’re not always at our Best
Believe some failures you’ll make; and they’ll come with Regrets
But remember one thing important, we all need some mistakes
Because what we learn from them later, shows us what changes to make
To learn certain lessons, is why our souls came to Earth
For our “Spiritual Progression,” is why flesh gave us Birth
Everything’s about change, (like winter to spring)
Some days we will cry, and others we’ll sing!
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Our days are for Living, but our soul’s never die
Some days we are healthy, and some days we just get by
Some days will be Good, others are Bad
And we can’t always rely on our mom’s and our dad’s
But ‘Today’ is a Blessed one; because Today I’ve got you
And no matter what feelings, this day we’ll get through
I know it is shameful to have to come to this place
But just maybe this visit will teach you not to repeat mom’s mistakes

Know this experience has taught me, mistakes come with a cost
Many people get hurt, and many relationships lost
As much as I regret mine, all I can do
Is Learn from my failures, and I hope you do too

So please know that I am sorry, for all that I have done
For not being there for you, when you needed your mom
But we learn many lessons, along the path we have paved
And the way to bright future’s, come from changes we have made
But that is still down the road, so let’s just Live for Today
Because prison visits are short, and ‘time’ is ticking away
The past “six” years have been long; since I’ve seen you both last
And today we’re starting all over, (the past is the past)
As our hour approaches; I’ll try not to cry
I’ll try to stay strong when saying goodbye
And as you both drive slowly, through these barb wire gates
Take with you my love, and don’t make my mistakes
Reflections of the first visit with her kids in 2016
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What is a Meeting Like?
The Restorative Justice Coalition is not big on rules. We feel that we should all be adult enough to
treat each other as we ourselves would like to be treated: with love, respect and dignity. Unfortunately,
people are only human. Occasionally enthusiasm overrides the needs of others, and we need to clarify what
our expectations are in the circle.
1. One person speaks at a time. There should be no other conversations or other verbalization going
on while a member has the floor.
2. There is no cross talk. When one member speaks, everyone else listens, and speaks when it is there
turn.
3. The facilitator keeps track of people wanting to speak and will let them know when it is their turn.
4. People share what they want to in the circle and are not questioned about their personal lives and/
or cases.
5. The facilitator guides the meeting. He or she does so on a voluntary basis, and if your don’t like
how he or she does that, then volunteer to facilitate the next meeting and show how it’s “supposed”
to be done. Do not argue with how the facilitator does the job.
Why do the facilitators do this?
Some inside members ask the outside members why they come into the prison. After all, we are not
running Victim – Offender mediations or other processes for bringing direct healing between victims,
offenders and the community. The answer to that question can be as diverse as the people who come in.
Some are working with healing circles, the courts, or group conferencing, and can learn useful things from us
to help them in those endeavours. Others know that we are eventually coming out into the community and
need help in being restored to that community. Still, others believe that the current system is not working
very well in helping the victims, the offenders, or the community, and want to do something to help. Those
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are three of the main reasons, but there are probably more. The big thing is that they recognize us as
members of their community.
Why do the inmates come?
Like our outside members, each inside member has his own reasons for attending. Personally, I would like
to think that each guy who comes is learning how he can be more accountable for his own actions and pass
on what he has learned to the new guys and to the volunteers. Some are interested in how they can give
back to the community while others are just there for social interaction. Inside members hew to the circle
often get into CSC bashing and bemoaning their situation, but these are things that block accountability and
create a lot of negative energy that benefits no one. The idea is to encourage a focus on the things we can
do and not on what we cannot control.

Our Future
We are nothing without the participation of people from the community AND from the prison. We would
really like you to join us and contribute your thoughts and ideas! We meet in the chapel at William Head
Institution on Thursday nights at 7pm. All inmates, volunteers and staff are welcome to attend, regardless
of their experience with restorative justice.

BOOKS BEYOND BARS
...Is a local and grassroots collective of volunteers who visit women caught in the injustice system at the
Burnside Prison in Dartmouth, NS to: run a book exchange program/collect material for a magazine, and
now a book called Words Without Walls/ offer a “Read Aloud” program in which we tape record women
inside reading then send the book and tape to their children outside/organize writing and poetry workshops
inside for prisoners.

DONATIONS: We are always in need to books such as: Self help (healthy relationships, abuse, recovery)/ Addiction, Harm Reduction/Books by prisoners, ex-prisoners/True Crime/Popular Fiction authors
(paperbacks)/Adult Literacy workbooks and readers/Blank journals (no spiral ring bindings)/Money/
Stamps/Bridge Tokens (Nova Scotia).

WORDS WITHOUT WALLS: Has been released as a book! Copies are available in Halifax at Venus Envy or the
Anchor Archive, and for $12 by mail order ($6 for prisoners)

BOOKS BEYOND BARS

PO Box 33128

booksbeyondbars@gmail.com

Halifax, NS
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How to contact the Salvation Army
The Salvation Army will consider all referrals from Federal Institutions and Parole Officers on behalf of inmates scheduled for conditional release or offenders
who have already achieved a conditional release or Unescorted Temporary Absence (UTA). The Salvation Army
does not preclude residency due to mental or physical
impairments. However, as there are facility limitations,
decisions are made on a case-by-case basis.
We encourage inmates to contact us through you Case
Management Team. Alternatively; we can be contacted
by mail at:

525 Johnson St.
Victoria, BC
V8W 1M2
Attn: Community Residential Facility or by calling (250)
384-3396 EXT 231.

Over the Wall
Is a twice annual newsletter about strikes,
actions and struggles going on inside or
around Ontario prisons. It is published by
End the Prison Industrial Complex (EPIC) a
collective in Kingston who believe and
work toward a world without prisons.
If you have story or article that you’d like
them to contribute, if you’d like to receive
the newsletter, or just want to correspond,
contact us at:
EPIC, 427 Princess St, Suite 409
Kingston, ON K7L 5S9
epic@riseup.net

www.epic.noblogs.org
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“Since his capacity to do is forced into channels of evil through environment and pressures, man is strong
before he is moral. The world's anguish is caused by people between twenty and forty.”
- William Faulkner

INVOLVING THE COMMUNITY IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE SINCE 1935

John Howard Society of Victoria
2675 Bridge Street
Victoria, BC
Phone: 250-386-3428

John Howard Society—Manchester House
540 Manchester Road

Victoria, BC

Programs Offered include:


Blade Runners Program



KidStart Mentoring Program



WHI Visitor Group Program



Community Justice Initiatives



Community Garden Programs



Community Employment Programs



Manchester House



Gelling Manor and Maxfield House
For more information, please visit:
www.johnhoward.victoria.bc.ca
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(Continued from page 4

Lets us look at the income area
Date

Task
No.

Amount

Type

Comment

Balance
Change

Balance Deductions

Debt Bal
Change

Debt Balance

12/14/17

117646

$49.30

Resident Deposit

11/27/17

$25.61

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

12/10/17
Posting

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Pd. Start Pd. End Job Code Sec. Lvl Pay Level Job Level Hr Rate Day Rate O/T Hrs Days Wrk Misc. Adj Recover
reason Gr. Pay Net Pay
11/27/17

12/10/17

60706

minimum A

$0.00

$0.00

$49.30

$49.30

6 $0.00 $5.80 .00 .

00

8.5

Box 1 shows the date of the statement, not the dates you worked, you find those dates just below and they
always start on a Monday and end on a Sunday.
Next we slide over to day rate, which of course depends on your pay level, A, B, C, D, E. Let’s go with the
most common, C level pay, which of course is $5.80 per working day.

Then we look for Days Wrk, which in this case was eight and a half days. So 8.5 X $5.80 is $49.30 which we
see in box 3 named Amount, this is before deductions.
Box 5 will show the days during the pay period you just received.
Box 6 will show the balance change, in other words it shows your net pay after deductions. So it will be Box 3
minus deductions = box 6, and in this case it is $26.51 into your account.
Box 7 will show last pay periods true balance plus the $26.51
Box 8 will show the total of deductions, which in this case is $22.79

Lets us look at the deductions
Account

Balance
Change

Balance

Deductions

Debt Change

Debt Balance

Food & Accommodation

$0.00

$0.00

$10.85

$0.00

$0.00

ITS Administration

$0.00

$0.00

$3.94

$0.00

$0.00

Inmate Welfare Fund

$0.00

$0.00

$8.00

$0.00

$0.00

Current

23.86

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

Savings

$2.65

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00
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We see from the previous example that box 3 showed the amount of $49.30, that is Gross Pay, in more ways
than one. We first take $49.30 and multiply it by 0.22 (which represents 22 percent of your total pay) and
that will give us the amount taken off for Food and Accommodations, which is $10.85 and can be seen in the
deduction category from the example on the previous page.
Now we take that original $49.30 and multiply it by 0.08 (which represents 8 percent taken off for ITS
Administration), and rounded to two decimal places, which is for the phone system. This comes to $3.94 and
can be seen in the deduction box for ITS deductions.
Next is Inmate Welfare fund, which pays the cable and other items for the inmates through the inmate
committee. William Head inmate committee takes $8.00 per statement period, each institution sets their
own amount.

Under the Balance Change, is the Current box. This shows what is put into your current account after
deductions, and minus what will go into your savings. It is determined by taking your gross pay, $49.30,
subtracting the F&C of $10.80, the ITS of $3.94, and the inmate welfare of $8.00 which leaves $26.51. Ten
percent goes into your savings which is $2.65. The rest, $23.86 goes into your current account.
And finally a canteen sale
Date

Task No.

Amount

Type

Comment

Balance
Change

Balance

Deductions Debt Bal
Change

Debt Balance

12/14/17

11702646

($25.46)

Sale

Canteen sale

($25.61)

$93.60

$0.00

$0.00

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

$0.00
8

9

10

Box 3 shows the amount you spent at canteen, and we see it is in brackets and so we know it has been taken
from your current account.
Box 4 shows it was a sale
Box 5 shows it was a canteen sale
Box 6 the amount your account will change by, in this case minus $25.61
Box 7 shows your overall balance that was changed by the amount in box 3.
REMEMBER, any amount inside BRACKETS are a minus.
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The Ten Commandants
By: Jennifer Bird

# 10

With every hardship comes a lesson

#5

Do not stray off the path to wander

An asshole is no concern

The more endured: the more you’ll learn

Friendliness is often cheap

WHAT DON’T KILL YOU ONLY MAKES YOU
STRONGER!

BUT RESPECT IS ALWAYS EARNED!

#4
#9

Be kind to everyone you meet

Be careful of the handshake

Religion is a weapon,

Most hide a shady snake

Used to tear the world apart

The first impression is often wrong

Don’t follow what’s been written by the
hand

A FRONT THAT’S USUALLY FAKE!

TRUE FAITH IS IN THE HEART!

#3

Never trust a single word you hear
Trust in only your own two eyes

#8

Security is a safety net

For words are blind, but proof is real

And usually built with cash

“EVERY-BODY” LIES!

But don’t sweat your balls for anyone
WHO TAKES IT BACK WITH “TAX”!

#2

Never give your heart
Or expect someone to keep it

#7

Never tell a secret

For ignorance always tears it apart

What I tell you is a ‘fact’

AND WILL THROW IT BACK IN PIECES!

If you spill the beans, then throw the cheese
BECAUSE YOU’LL ONLY FEED RATS!

#1

Don’t give your trust to anyone
#This is commandment number one

#6

Don’t lend your money, lend a hand
When the shirt comes off your back
Don’t think you’ve got a single friend

If you give full trust you better watch your ass
“TRUST” THAT THEY’LL BE THE FIRST TO STAB
YOU IN THE BACK!

WHO WILL EVER PAY YOU BACK!
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OUT OF BOUNDS SPRING HOROSCOPE
ARIES

LIBRA

Focus on the good things in life. The planets warn that
if you allow negative thoughts to creep into your mind,
they may get stuck there and prove difficult to shake
off.

No matter how crazy things get you will sail through it.
The more others complain about the unfairness of life
you will show them how trivial and self-defeating negativity can be.

TAURUS

SCORPIO

Do not attach too much importance to issues that are
most likely minor. Detach yourself emotionally from
them. Never let events define who you are inside.

Too much of a good thing can sometimes be a bad
thing. Be warned you will need to curb your appetites,
whatever you choose to indulge in, don’t take it so far
that it possess you.

GEMINI

SAGITTARIUS

No matter which way you turn lately you seem to be
coming up against pushy people. Don’t stoop to their
level, you must maintain the moral high ground.

You do not have to be overly suspicious today but you
do have to keep an eye on people around you. Don’t
let them damage your reputation.

CANCER

CAPRICORN

Follow your instincts in the next weeks, even if they
lead you into dark places. Your strength and goodness
of your heart will bring light to these places.

Although you have a better understanding of recent
events, don’t try to force things, just react to them
quickly and decisively.

LEO

AQUARIUS

It is wise to keep your feelings to yourself, especially if Be careful what information you share, if you offer too
they are the kind of feelings that other people might
much it could cost you further down the line. Keep shit
find hard to understand. You are under no obligation to to yourself.
explain your thoughts.
VIRGO

PISCES

Virgo is by nature a cautious sign. The less other people No matter how big your ambitions are you are advised
know about what you are doing the better it will be for not to go after them at full speed, it may well be the
you. Even keep six yourself.
case that your needs and desires will change between
now and the end of the year.
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(continued from page 42)

a. medical reasons to undergo treatment that is not provided in the penitentiary
b. administrative reasons, essential personal affairs or legal matters, or matters related to the
administration of the sentence the inmate is serving
c. community service purposes, to allow the inmate to undertake voluntary activities with a non-profit
community institution, (soup kitchens, clean parks, et).
d. family contact purposes to assist in maintaining and strengthening family support as a potential
community resource when released
e. parental responsibility reasons, such as family court or any matter related to the maintenance of a
parent child relationship including care, nurturing, schooling and medical.
f. personal development for rehabilitate purposes, to allow the inmate to participate in specific
treatment with the goal of reducing the risk of re-offending and or rehabilitate purposes or nature.
g. compassionate reasons, to allow the inmate to attend to urgent matters affecting the members of
his/her immediate family or other persons with whom he/she has a close personal relationship.

Eligibility for Unescorted Temporary Absences
CD 710-3 page 5 of 30
7. Every inmate will be advised in writing of his/her eligibility for UTAs and whether CSC or the Parole Board is
the decision-making authority.
8. Inmates are eligible for UTAs subject to the exceptions outlined in paragraph 9.
a. in the case of a life sentence, other than a person who was under the age of eighteen at the time of
the commission of the offence of murder, the portion of the sentence to be served to reach the
inmate’s full parole eligibility date less three years
b. in the case of a sentence of incarceration for an indeterminate period, the portion of the sentence
to be served to reach the inmate’s full eligibility date less three years
c. in all other cases, one-half of the period required to be served before the inmates full parole
eligibility date, or six months, whichever is the greater.
9. Further to paragraph 8, the exceptions are (see Sentence Management for Guidance, if required):
a. cases in which indeterminate sentences are imposed for offences that occurred prior to August 1
1997.
b. cases in which life and indeterminate sentences are followed by determinate sentences
c. certain inmates, as determined by the date of sentencing, who are subject to a detention order
under the immigration act (1995) or subject to a removal order under the Immigration and Refugee
Protection Act and who have not reached their full parole eligibility date
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10. where the life or health of an inmate is in danger, a UTA may be granted to administer emergency
medical treatment, irrespective of the time served, except those serving life of a minimum under section
746.1 and those subject to a removal order pursuant to subsection 128(4) of the CCRA.
11. Inmates classified as maximum security and inmates detained beyond the statutory release date
pursuant to the CCRA are NOT eligible for UTA’s.
12. Inmates referred by CSC for detention remain eligible for UTA’s until the Parole Board orders their
detention.
CD 710-3 page 20 of 30
9. Pursuant to subsection 117(1) of the CCRA, the PBC has conferred on all Institutional Heads the authority
to grant UTAs:
a. for medical purposes to all eligible inmates serving:
i. life sentence imposed as a minimum punishment or commuted from a sentence of death.
i. a sentence for an indeterminate period
ii. a sentence set out in Schedule I or II
b. for inmates serving a sentence for an offence on Schedule I, except where the offence:
i. resulted in the death of or serious harm to another person, or
ii. is a sexual offence involving a child
c. for all inmates serving a sentence for an offence on Schedule II.

10. The Parole Board is the granting authority for UTAs to eligible inmates serving
a. a life sentence imposed as a minimum punishment or commuted from a sentence of death
b. a sentence for an indeterminate period

c. a sentence for an offence set out in Schedule I which resulted in either death or serious harm to
the victim
d. a sentence for a sexual offence involving a child.
(6)

The releasing authority is not required to conduct more than one review of an application referred to
in subsection (1) every six months in respect of an offender, except an application for an unescorted
temporary absence for medical reasons.
(continued on page 59)
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NOW, THAT’S A CROSSWORD
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

27

24

28

29

35

40

44

58

46

33

34

63

64

43

47

51

48

52

54

59

32

38

42

50

57

31

41

53

13

25

37

45

49

56

30

36

39

12

22

23

26

11

55

60

61

62

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73
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ACROSS

DOWN

1

Swiftly

44 Silly

1 Jessica of "Dark Angel" 33 Spiny shrub

6

____ my lips!

46 Blackthorns

2 Milne character

34 Wineglass features

10 Three ___ men

48 Distinctive doctrine

3 Chills and fever

37 Showdown time

14 Sign on to a computer

43 Part 4 of 20 Across

4 Trumpet`s cousin

40 Some woolens

15 Caesar`s final words

51 Designates

5 Locomotives

42 Retrieve

16 Check over

53 Old salts

6

17 Market town

55 Mil. Watchdog group

7 School in England

47 Brandy`s cocktail

18 Frm queen o f Jordan

56 Become bigger

8 Bikini, e.g.

50

19 Actress Olin

59 End of 20 Across quote

9 Dan of Payton Place

52 Harangue

65 Oxen holder

10 Learned

54 Plumber`s helper

22 Shoe form

66 Casa component

11 Notion

56 _____scope

23 Tolkien`s tree

67 Birch bark ______

12 Transgressions

57 Gallivant

24 Shakespearean king

68 _____ avis

13 Coup d`______

58 Gumbo veggie

26 Harassed

69 Omit

21 Kind of poll

60 Actress Lena

31 Part 2 of 20 Across

70 Decorate

25 Emmet

61 Faucets

35 Remotest, briefly

71 Actor Sharif

26 Jewish holiday

62 Hydroxyl compound

36 Suppressed

72 Cravings

27 Actress Verdugo

63 Tipper or Al

38 Fortune teller`s card

73 Fill an empty apartment 28 T-bone or strip

20

Start of Samuel Butler
quote

Nevada`s biggest little
city

39 Stink

29 Greek letters

41 Part 3 of 20 Across

30 Author Arthur Conan

43 Challenge

32 The "`Holy _____"
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45 Bambi`s aunt

Like an infamous Dallas
knoll

64 Decent chap

(continued from page 56)

Escorted Temporary Absences (ETAs)
ANNEX C - Granting Authority
1. With the exception of ETAs for medical purposes, the Institutional Head has the authority to grant
ETAs up to five days in duration.
2. The Regional Deputy Commissioner must approve and ETAs for reasons other than medical where
the duration is more than five days but less than 15.

Escorted Temporary Absences for Offenders Serving a Life Sentence Imposed as Life Minimum
3. Section 746.1 of the criminal code provides that, until an offender has reached day parole
eligibility, any ETA that an institutional Head could authorize for an offender serving a life sentence
(first or second-degree murder or treason) must be approved by the Parole Board. However this does
not include ETAs for medical reasons.
4. Pursuant to subsections 17(1) and 17.1(1) of the CCRA, for inmates who are serving a sentence of
life minimum and are eligible for day parole, the PBC is the granting authority for the ETA.
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5. If, after an inmate has reached day parole eligibility, the PBC authorizes and ETA for community service,
family contact, personal development for rehabilitative purposes, and the ETA is not cancelled for a breach of
condition, the Institutional Head may authorize any subsequent ETA to the inmate.
Eligibility for Escorted Temporary Absences
CD 710-3 page 6 of 30
14. ETAs may be granted to any inmate at any time pursuant to Annex C, except for inmates who are
detained past their stat, but they can still have medical ETAs.
15. ETAs for compassionate reasons unless information exists that, in the opinion of the Institutional Head
the risk is unassembled for the protection of society, staff, and/or the inmate.
a. funerals for immediate family members, (or extended family members for Aboriginal offenders)
or other persons with whom the inmate, in the opinion of the Institutional Head, has had a close
personal relationship.
b. to visit a person, as described above, who has been declared by a medical practitioner to be in
advanced stage of a terminal condition resulting from illness or injury.
Granting Criteria
21. Temporary absences may be granted where, in the opinion of the releasing authority:
a. an inmate will not, by reoffending, present an undue risk to society during the absence
b. it is desirable for the inmate to be absent from the institution for one of the reasons for which
temporary absences maybe granted.
c. the inmates behaviour while under sentence does not preclude authorizing the absence
d. a structured plan for the absence has been prepared.
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Victoria Addictions & Rehabilitation Centre
525 Johnson Street
Victoria, BC, V8W 1M2
Tel: 250-384-3396
Fax: 250-384-9412
Community Residential Facility
The Salvation Army Community Residential Facility (CRF) is situated in the heart of downtown Victoria, British
Columbia, with its unique location in the downtown core allowing for easy access to many services and amenities in the
community. The CRF offers residential based programs for a maximum of 43 people, all single occupancy rooms. The
Salvation Army strongly believes in a holistic approach to helping our residents to restore their self-belief, allowing them
to realize their potential and once again become a part of the community.
Skills for Recovery Program
The Salvation Army’s Skills for Recovery Program is an intensive 8-week residential program intended for those
with a history of substance abuse. This intensive residential program is skill based and holistic, utilizing established
substance abuse strategies such as:
·
·
·
·
·
·

Motivational Interviewing
CBT
DBT
Stages of Change
Marlatt’s Relapse Prevention Model
Therapeutic Community Approach Components

The program intends to provide participants with the skills they need to make a smooth transition from a life
dominated by substance abuse, crime and incarceration, to a healthy life in the community. We believe that every client
has unique needs and issues, beliefs and values, strengths and learning styles. We therefore use a variety of strategies
and practical tools to nurture the physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual elements in each individual. We will help you
develop coping skills, self-esteem, impulse control, distress tolerance, empathy, awareness, and resilience, and achieve
an increase sense of belonging, hope, purpose, meaning, humor, joy and gratitude. Participants of this full-time
residential program live together on the fourth floor of the Salvation Army CRF. Great emphasis is placed on group
cohesion, mutual support, and the creation of a safe and supportive environment where participants can learn, explore,
and experiment with new ideas, beliefs, values, emotions, behaviors’, goals and identities. The Skills for Recovery
Program can be used as a stepping-stone for Day Parole when completed during an Unescorted Temporary Absence
(UTA).
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Last Word
By: Christian

The concept of time has always fascinated me. It flies when you are having fun, yet is still relative. It
marches on as much as it drags. We never have enough of it, as we are always running short . You could
theoretically have a timekeeper building a time capsule, getting paid time and a half, who lives in a timeshare in a different time zone. Beyond the nonsense of that statement, to an inmate, time is a term of
imprisonment. No matter the duration, it is disruptive to the natural flow of time. We are currently facing a
disconnection from our own instinctive timeline. This is not a discussion about the reasons we got here,
more so, a question of how to best use that time we do have. Prison sucks, believe me, I know as well as you
all do. However, it can also be a place to advance ourselves in one form or another. We have outlined a
straightforward yet formidable way to use some of it. I know there are lots of you out there that have no
interest, and that is cool. Hitting the gym on a regular basis gives those inmates the comfort they need.
Whether it is in programs or in school, those inmates are fulfilling their responsibilities. The gamers, artists,
and musicians that find a way to express themselves through the different mediums are using their time, not
having it use them. After discussing this point for several days, it is our objective to reach those inmates who
get wrapped up in time. We all know who that person is. They are elusive, stay in the shadows and just keep
to themselves. I am not advocating for a wholesale unmasking, no not at all. Remember that compassion
and empathy are two sides of the same coin, in which appreciated understanding and the desire to help
meet with the awareness of another’s misfortune. The only way things get better is if we are willing to help
our brothers and sisters. It has to start from within. I do not live in a daydream; although I do imagine words
can transform any realm. What I do have faith in is that we have the power to be change makers. If just one
inmate were to offer a hand up to another, that would positively affect them both. The hope is that slowly
the trend would continue. It can be that easy, we only make it harder than it needs to be.
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